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Recent research on the contribution of cognitive and 

social factors to psychopathology has been narrowly 

focused on isolated cognitive-social aspects of adjustment. 

This study takes a broader perspective by examining a) 

cognitive structure in addition to cognitive content and 

b) general aspects of interpersonal style rather than 

isolated social behaviors. Maladjustment was. examined with 

respect to premorbid history as well as current adjustment. 

The hypotheses were that cognitive integration interacts 

with cognitive complexity to influence psychological distur-

bance; that a positive relationship exists between 

interpersonal flexibility and psychopathology; and that 

a positive relationship exists between the proportion of 

ambiguous constructs which they employ and a person's 

level of psychopathology. 

Seventy-two hospitalized psychiatric patients (25 acute 

psychotics, 52 substance abusers) were tested using paper 

and pencil instruments. The first hypothesis received 

partial support when highly complex but poorly integrated 

patients scored highest on measures of current maladjustment. 



However, the failure of highly complex/highly integrated 

patients to score lowest on measures of current maladjustment 

was unexpected. A related finding was that in regards to 

current adjustment, the optimal level of cognitive complexity 

exists between the extremes of too many and too few func-

tionally differentiated constructs. A sampling bias 

restricting the number of process as opposed to reactive 

social histories prevented the first hypothesis from being 

adequately tested using developmental measures. 

The second hypothesis received no support in this study. 

Problems with the assessment instrument, operational defini-

tions and insufficient subject categorization were postulated 

as being responsible for the nonsignificant findings. The 

third hypothesis also received no support. The lack of 

sufficient subjects with process disorders was considered to 

be a plausible explanation for this. 

The significance of the results were discussed in terms 

of confirming previous research on cognitive complexity and 

raising new questions concerning the attributes of highly 

complex/highly integrated persons and the role of cognitive 

integration in determining adjustment. The adequacy of 

current paper-and-pencil measures of interpersonal 

behavior was also called into question. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

As the investigation of psychopathology has moved away 

from traditional models and definitions of abnormality, 

increased attention has been given to the roles of cognitive 

and social factors in psychological adjustment. Indeed, 

research completed within the past decade and the prospects 

of current experimentation cause many professionals in 

psychology to view them as two of the field's most promising 

lines of study. Despite this increased interest and the 

promise it holds, substantial questions exist in the adjust-

ment research literature of both areas. Specifically, 

research investigating the contribution of cognitive and 

social factors to psychopathology has been limited chiefly 

to the content to specific thoughts and actions that indi-

viduals bring to interpersonal situations. For example, 

experimentation on cognitive content has focused on self-

defeating, irrational thoughts (Beck, 1976; Ellis, 19.71, 

1974, 1977; Meichenbaum, 1977; Bandura, 1977} whereas the 

study of interpersonal styles has focused on assertiveness, 

self-disclosure, heterosocial skills, masculinity/feminity, 

dominance and so forth. 

Considerably less effort has been devoted to taking a 

broader perspective of a person's cognitive-social content 



repertoire. Previous efforts have tended to concentrate on 

isolated cognitive-social aspects of the individual's 

psychological adjustment, neglecting consideration of other 

important factors. For example, research often has 

focused on the assertive skill of an individual without 

examining other important interpersonal behaviors that com-

prise his or her repertoire of potential responses necessary 

for adjustment to various day-to-day social contexts. 

Likewise, research more often has probed the self-defeating 

thoughts of the client rather than on structural aspects of 

his/her cognition/ such as whether the person has differ-

entiated any alternative ways of construing or perceiving 

himself of herself in relation to others. If not corrected, 

this narrow perspective could foster a distorted or at least 

an artificially limited understanding of huma,n functioning. 

The present study avoids this rather restrictive pattern by 

pursuing a broader perspective on the content of the indi-

vidual's cognitive-social repertoire. It focuses on three 

facets of cognitive-social functioning in terms of their 

relation to psychological adjustment? cognitive-social 

complexity, integration, and interpersonal flegibility« In 

the sections that follow, each of these concepts is explained 

and is accompanied by a survey of the relevant research that 

has been conducted concerning them. 

Cognitive Complexity and Psychological Adjustment 

The first major line of research which examined the 

relationship between cognitive structure and psychological 



health focused on how the complexity of a person's belief 

system relates to his adjustment. The rationale for 

research dealing with cognitive complexity is that a measure 

of the organization of an individual's social thought con-

structs can be ascertained from the interrelationships 

between his constructs (Landfield & Barr, 19761. Thus, a 

measure of one's cognitive complexity is an indication of 

how interrelated and interdependent one's constructs are. 

An individual who structures his experience so that many of 

his constructs are independent of each other would be 

described as having a relatively complex system. Conversely, 

a person whose constructs are tightly related exhibits a 

comparatively simple system. 

Bieri, who coined the term "cognitive complexity" in 

1955, defined it as the degree of differentiation of the 

belief system. He postulated that as cognitive complexity 

increases, so does the predictive ability of the individual. 

This skill, in turn, allows persons with higher degrees of 

cognitive complexity to exhibit greater flexibility in both 

simple and complex circumstances. He theorized that those 

not so endowed, the cognitively simple, show versatility 

only in the simple domain. The unavoidable implication was 

that complex systems are more adaptive than simple systems 

(Landfield & Barr, 1976) . Bieri's hypotheses acted as the 

initial spur to further research on this issue, 



In a brief review of the literature, Phillips (1981) 

details how pionfeer investigators examining this hypothesis 

generally employed linear models of correlational analyses 

to relate cognitive complexity to measures of adjustment, 

personality variables, or to thought disorders. Their 

seminal attempts consistently produced only low to moderate 

degrees of relationship. Phillips cites correlations 

ranging from .18 to .42 between construct complexity and 

several measures of adjustment and personality found by 

Chance (1958) , Tripoldi and Bieri (1966), Phillips (1974, 

1976̂ , and Phillips and Phillips (1976). Phillips (1981) 

goes on to criticize all of the above studies and other 

linear attempts to relate construct complexity and adjust-

ment for their failure to take into account the minimax 

problems of personal construct organization. Kelly (1955) 

initially discussed this issue and its examination was 

extended by Adams-Webber (1970). The minimax problem, as 

defined by Phillips (19.81) , states that 

optimal construct organization theoretically would 

exist between the extremes of "too many" construct 

units, or loose organization, and "too few" constructs, 

or overly tight organization. The optimally oriented 

belief system would allow events to be discriminated 

and meaningfully integrated within the system - or, 

in other words, there are both minimum and maximum 

levels of ordered thought. (p. 693) 



Phillips further protests, "It is the bipolar nature of 

this problem that is obscured by linear analysis and simple 

comparison of mean differences of groups" (p. 693). Using 

polynomial trend analysis to investigate the relationship 

between complexity and thinking errors characteristic of 

schizophrenia, Phillips (1981) found support for his hypo-

theses and concluded that some of his results "clearly 

demonstrated that the relationship between the level of 

construct organization and schizophrenic thought is a non-

linear one" (p. 696). He also concluded, however, that the 

minimax problem might be more complicated than originally 

thought, since he found the relationship between cognitive 

complexity and the thought disorder variable was not clearly 

restricted to two limiting levels. Rather than invalidating 

the minimax concept, Phillips sees these results as merely 

complicating the issue by suggesting that "the minimax 

concept . . . may interact, at higher levels, with other 

variables, perhaps those of hierarchical organization" (p. 696). 

Another extension of the research examining cognitive 

complexity and psychological health has focused on the con-

struct systems of depressed subjects and those with, suicidal 

impulses or histories. While the few studies employing 

these subjects must be interpreted cautiously, they do bear 

mentioning. Only two studies have attempted a direct measure-

ment of the relationship between cognitive complexity and 

adjustment in subjects judged to be depressed CAngelillo, 



1982; Space & Cromwell, 19.80.J . Although their measures of 

depression differed (Angelillo used the Beck Depression 

Inventory and Space & Cromwell employed criteria established 

by DSM—III and Feighner et al., 1972), both studies found 

that complexity measures were unable to significantly 

differentiate depressed patients from patients with other 

disorders or from a group of normals. However, since 

neither of these experiments used a nonlinear analysis of 

complexity as Phillips (1981) did, their conflict with his 

findings might be explained and/or dismissed by that author 

for their failure to address the minimax phenomena-

Further exploration of the research finds that Phillips' 

hypothesis of a relationship between adjustment and com-

plexity is supported by two of the three studies which have 

compared the construct systems of suicidal versus nonsuicidal 

subjects (none used direct measures of depression). Two of 

these (Lester, 1971; Landfield, 1976) found results which 

contrast sharply with Angelillo's (19821 and Space and 

Cromwell's (1980) data (two studies which examined depres-

sion but not suicide). Using subject populations of students, 

both Lester and Landfield found they could differentiate 

suicidal patients from nonsuicidal patients on the basis of 

their complexity ratings. The dissenting data comes from a 

1969 study Lester conducted on suicidal and nonsuicidal 

students. Using eight measures of cognitive complexity, he 

found that none differentiated between the groups, although 

the nonsuicidal groups tended to be the most complex. 



Some of the apparent discrepancies between Angelillo's 

(1982) and Space and Cromwell's (1980) findings and those of 

Lester (1971) and Landfield (1976) may be due to substantial 

differences between the two types of subject populations 

which the studies used. The first two studies selected 

subjects on the basis of their meeting certain criteria and 

not on their suicide potential, while the subject's suicide 

history/potential or lack thereof was the main criterion for 

selection in the Lester (1971) and Landfield (1976) studies. 

Landfield (1976) warns against equating the groups; while 

the suicidal individual usually is depressed, not all 

depressed people commit suicide. He hypothesized that the 

nonsuicidal, depressed patient is likely to be less dis-

organized (less cognitively complex) than the acutely suicidal 

individual. If true, Angelillo's and Space and Cromwell's 

nonsignificant differences between the cognitive complexity 

ratings of depressed persons and "normals" may be explained 

by the possibility that nonsuicidal depressives are more like 

"normals" in terms of their disorganization/complexity levels 

than are suicidal depressives. Thus, the range of cognitive 

complexity levels between "normals" and nonsuicidal depres-

sives might not have been great enough for significant 

differences to be detected. If this were true, it could be 

that the complexity ratings of the depressed populations 

studied by Angelillo (1982) and Space and Cromwell (1980) 

were "normal" in that they fell within the "minimum and 



maximum levels of ordered thought" described by Phillips 

(1981). In turn, the suicidal populations examined by 

Lester (19711 and Landfield (197 6) could have been more 

disturbed and thus exceeded these abnormal limits:. However, 

even if all of the above postulations could be validated, 

one still would be faced with having to reconcile the dis-

senting data from Lester's 1969. study which failed to dif-

ferentiate suicidal from nonsuicidal students using eight 

different measures of complexity. 

Since none of the studies cited above were capable of 

reconciling the discrepant data satisfactorily, the need 

for further research in this area is obvious. Before any 

conclusions concerning the relationship between cognitive 

complexity and psychological adjustment can be made, much 

more work must be done. It is obvious, however, that 

attempts to study the issue by examining the relationship 

between adjustment, cognitive complexity, and other poten-

tially related variables reimains an interesting hypothesis, 

and as the next section of this paper reveals, others had 

begun to explore this possibility even before the publica-

tion of Phillips' 1981 study. 

Cognitive Integration and Psychological Adjustment 

A second line of research within cognitive psychology 

that only recently has begun to examine the relationship 

between constructs and adjustment grew from Landfield and 

Barr's (1976) dissatisfaction with the "unidimensional 



approach to cognitive complexity" as espoused by Bieri 

(1955) and others. Like Phillips (1981), they disagreed 

with Bieri's contention that simply because a system was 

complex (largely dominated by unrelated constructs) 

it was necessarily a psychologically adaptive one as well. 

They contended that assessment of both cognitive integration 

and differentiation are equally important when evaluating a 

belief system. Kelly (1955) made a similar observation when 

he stated that it would be difficult for a person whose 

constructs were propositional in nature (a complex system) 

to function on a daily basis if he employed propositional 

constructs exclusively. In short, both Kelly (1955) and 

Landfield and Barr (1976) predict that a person with a 

highly complex system will have difficulty thinking in a 

systematic, ordered fashion because of the relative absence 

of relationships between his constructs. Such a system 

would be complex but would lack the integrative ability to 

enact effective thought processes. Thus, cognitive complexity 

would not automatically imply either cognitive integration 

or psychological health. Angelillo (1982) explains the 

distinctions thusly: 

Whereas complexity refers to the degree of differentia-

tion reflected by the number of unrelated constructs, 

integration refers to the use of acquaintances and 

constructs at different levels of meaningfulness, 

addressing the ability to make discriminations within 
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constructs; whereas complexity pertains to relationships 

between constructs, integration pertains to differentia-

tion within a construct. (p. 7) 

Ordination is the term which Landfield and Barr (.19,761 chose 

to refer to the latter concept. 

Landfield and Barr (1976) believed that the ability to 

make discriminations within one' s complex ! t i r t i e s leads to the 

enhanced probability of systematic thought and effective 

decision-making. To test this hypothesis they conducted a 

study in which they assigned subjects to one of four 

ten-member groups. Two groups consisted of college students 

and two were made up of individuals who had been arrested for 

driving while intoxicated. The plan was to have group 

members interact primarily in dyads, rotating the pairings 

so that each person conversed with every other group member. 

During these times, subjects were instructed to "share an 

important value." After all the pairings had taken place, 

subjects ra:ted all group members, including themselves, on 

scales derived by Landfield (1971) from a modification of 

Kelly's Role Reperatory Test (REP) (1955). From these 

scales the experimenters were able to gather measures of 

cognitive complexity and ordination in addition to three 

measures of the subject's understanding of others: personal 

meaningfulness, ability to predict the views of others 

accurately within their construct system, and positivity 

of regard toward self and others. 
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On the basis of their complexity and ordination scores, 

group members were divided into quadrants. Subjects in 

quadrant 1 were people who rated low on both dimensions, 

Quadrant 2 consisted of subjects with high integration and 

low complexity scores. Quadrant 3 was made up of subjects 

with low integration and high complexity scores. Quadrant 

4 subjects rated high on both dimensions. The authors pre-

dicted the relationship of the measures of "understanding 

others" to the quadrant in which each individual was placed. 

Results indicated that quadrant 3 subjects exhibited less 

interpersonal understanding in terms of the three measures 

mentioned above. It also was discovered that subjects in 

quadrant 4 were the most adept at accurately predicting 

other group members; in descending order of accuracy were 

the subjects in quadrants 2, 1, and 3, In terms of ease 

with which they were predicted, subjects in quadrant 1 

proved to be the simplest; subjects in quadrant 2 were 

second on this parameter, followed by quadrants 4 and 3, 

The authors combined the above findings to note that the 

possession of both integration and complexity results in 

superior prediction, while simplicity is most readily pre-

dicted. 

Clinical observation^ on all subjects were made 

possible by taping group sessions and by securing the 

commentary of group leaders. Subjects in quadrant 1 were 

generally described as "lacking in richness of perspective;" 
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Quadrant 2 subjects were characterized as "being well 

structured and able to relate well." "Antagonistic, fussy, 

scattered, confused, and suspicious" were terras used to 

describe quadrant 3 subjects. Subjects in the fourth 

quadrant were seen as "strong, level-headed, and well-

organized." The authors concluded that the most maladjusted 

subjects were those in quadrants 1 and 3, who appeared to 

be generally confused and unable to communicate effectively 

with others. Although subjects in quadrant 3 seemed to 

experience more types of meaning, the authors emphasized 

that high complexity must be balanced with a high capacity 

to integrate within their construct system. 

Angelillo's (1982) previously mentioned study of the 

complexity ratings of depressives also employed Landfield 

and Barr's (1976) ordination measure. In his study he 

administered Kelly^s (1955); REP test to a depressed group, 

a psychiatric-control group suffering from nonaffective 

psychological disorders and a normal-control group. While, 

as cited above, no significant differences in complexity 

ratings were found between groups, the ordination scores 

did prove interesting. Results indicated normals to have 

significantly higher ordination scores than either the 

depressed or psychiatric control groups. The latter two 

groups, however, did not differ significantly in their 

ordination ratings. These findings lead the author to 

suggest that ordination scores may be sensitive to an 
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individual's ability to adapt, in a general way, to his 

environment. If so, it is possible that it may serve as a 

predictor of a general level of psychological adaptation. 

In a study designed to explore the role cognitive 

systems play in helping college students cope with and 

adjust to stressful life experiences, Hickox (1985) obtained 

results which were partially consistent with Angelillo's 

(1982) findings. After obtaining measures of life stress, 

adjustment, emotional vulnerability, depression, cognitive 

complexity and cognitive integration, she concluded that 

greater cognitive integration reduces one's emotional 

vulnerability to current stress. She hypothesized that 

persons with greater ordination abilities may be better 

prepared to cope with current stressors because their 

superior cognitive organization has helped them cope with 

prior stressors more effectively, A finding in her study 

that contradicted Angelillo (1982) was that cognitive 

organization did not predict maladjustment. 

Besides Angelillo's (1982) and Hickox*s (.1985) unpub-

lished dissertations, the author is unaware of any other 

study which has followed up on the work of Landfield and 

Barr (19761 in the u§e of their ordination measure. One of 

the goals of the present study is to directly test their 

quadrant hypotheses concerning the relationship between 

complexity and ordination ratings and psychological adjust-

ment, Hopefully this experiment will shed some further 
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light on the effect each of these cognitive variables has on 

mental health and thus help account for previous conflicts 

in the literature. 

Interpersonal Flexibility and Psychological Adjustment 

Interpersonal flexibility can be defined as the ability 

to modulate one's style of relating to others in response to 

varied situational requirements. This concept and its rela-

tionship to mental health has been a continuing topic of 

discussion in the psychological literature of the past 30 

years. Over the course of these three decades, a consensus 

has apparently been reached. The great majority of inter-

personal theorists long have seen the disturbed person as 

one who "consistently communicates a rigid and extreme 

self-presentation, and simultaneously pulls for a rigid 

and constricted relationship from others" (Kiesler, 1982, 

p. 13). Such a person rigidly programs his transactions 

with others and is unwilling or unable to modify this 

program in spite of the initially varying interpersonal 

stances others present. Sullivan (1953). ; referred to this 

interpersonal rigidity as "parataxic distortion." Leary 

(1957) elaborates by noting that the disordered person 

tends to develop a narrow range of one or two inter-

personal responses. They are expressed intensely and 

often, whether appropriate to the situation or not 

. . . . The more extreme and rigid the person, the 

greater his interpersonal "pull" - the stronger his 
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ability to shape the relationship with others. (p. 

126} 

The more normal individual is seen as having greater 

flexibility, both in communication style and in definition 

of self and others. He is capable of a sufficiently broad 

style of interacting which allows him to engage in varied 

sorts of actions appropriately tuned to the person with 

whom he is communicating. Carson C1969J sees the well 

adjusted person as being capable of negotiating a mutually 

agreed upon definition of self and others in each instance 

where this is required. This ability allows him to respond 

to the unique aspects of the particular situation. In 

contrast, the abnormal person is incapable of modifying 

his definition both of self and others in accordance with 

situational factors. 

The aforementioned propositions concerning flexibility 

and adjustment are accepted so widely among interpersonal 

psychologists that many authors appear to consider them 

axiomatic. Indeed, much of the theoretical and empirical 

literature of interpersonal psychology for the past 25 years 

has been either predicated on or related to these tenets. 

Considering the centrality of these ideas to the interper-

sonal perspective, it is fairly surprising that the burden 

of substantiating them empirically has been left largely to 

investigators outside the interpersonal school. Very little 

effort has been made within interpersonal psychology to 
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examine the relationship between transactional rigidity and 

adjustment using the interpersonal circle, an assessment 

method designed to measure the various dimensions of inter-

personal behavior. Many consider it to be inseparable from 

the interpersonal perspective (Kiesler, 19.82a! . This is not 

to imply that a substantial amount of empirical evidence 

supporting the relationship between flexibility and adjust-

ment does not exist, for it does. This evidence will be 

reviewed in the following paragraphs. The present argument 

is that most of this evidence has been gathered by persons 

outside the field of interpersonal psychology using methods 

other than the interpersonal circle. 

The great majority oi; direct empirical support for the 

notion that persons who modulate their socia,l style according 

to situational demands are better adjusted than those who 

cannot do so comes from studies investigating the inter-

actionalist perspective. The interactionalist or "person x 

situation" literature argues that the best prediction of 

human behavior occurs whan the interactions between personal 

tra,its and situational circumstances are considered together. 

The contention is that either variable examined independently 

of the. other is relatively unimportant when compared to their 

combined prediction power. This aspect of the theory is very 

similar conceptually to interpersonal theory which algo sug-

gests that healthy behavior is situationally dependent and 

tha,t behavior which, is not responsive to situational nuances 

is maladjusted. 
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The early interactionalist literature does not offer the 

strength of support provided by later studies, but it does 

suggest a positive relationship between adjustment and the 

ability to respond to the interpersonal pull of situations. 

After reviewing 11 interactionalist studies involving both 

normals and psychiatrically disturbed subjects Bowers (1973) 

concluded that persons whose behavior is less responsive 

to situational requirements are more disturbed than those 

whose social responses are more situationally determined. 

A more recent study by Mariotto and Paul (19751 offers 

even stronger evidence in support of the findings reflected 

in early interactionalist writings. They examined the 

real-life environments of 34 severely disabled psychiatric 

patients and found that the variance in their behavior due 

to person effects was substantially greater than the percen-

tage previously reported for normals. Previous accounts in 

the interactionalist literature reported the usual effects, 

using percentage-of-variance-accounted-for estimates, to 

equal situations 10 percent, persons 13 percent, and person 

x situation interaction 21 percent. In sharp constrast, 

the disturbed in-patients Mariotto and Paul studied obtained 

person estimates ranging from Q to 60 percent with a median 

of 26 percent. They contended that the results reflected 

the patients' extremely low functioning and concluded that 

greater person effects were related to maladjustment. 

In addition to the direct support offered by the 

interactionalist literature cited above, a small number of 
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experiments outside these studies have yielded results 

indirectly supporting the idea that transactional rigidity 

is associated with maladjustment. These will now be reviewed. 

In a study originally designed to examine the relation-

ship between therapy outcome and the degree of complementarity 

between client-therapist interactions, Dietzel and Abeles 

(1975) achieved results which bear on the issue at hand. The 

concept of interpersonal complementarity begins with the 

notion that the interpersonal behavior patterns of two 

persons in a dyadic setting have a reciprocal impact on each 

other (i.e., the behavior or each participant tends to 

influence the behavior of the other). Furthermore, studies 

have shown that in various dyadic settings, particular inter-

personal behaviors (elicitations) by one person have a high 

probability of being followed by a specific behavior 

(response) from the other. These high probability inter-

actions are known as "complementary," Carson (19.69) 

hypothesizes that their frequency is due to the. fact that 

such interactions are reinforcing to both participants, 

contribute to the maintenance of existing behavior patterns, 

reduce anxiety, and promote increased relatedness. 

The main purpose of the Dietzel and Abeles (1975) study 

was to determine what effect complementarity between the 

interactions of a client and therapist would have on the 

therapeutic outcome. In their experiment they examined the 

therapy tape recordings of 10 clients classified as having 
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had successful outcomes and 10 clients classified as having 

had unsuccessful outcomes as judged by clinician's ratings 

and pre/post data from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 

Inventory. As they reviewed the sessions, experimenters 

measured the complementarity of the interpersonal trans-

actions between clients and therapists. In addition, they 

derived an index of client maladjustment which they applied 

to all subjects. Extreme scores on this scale represented 

individuals who predominantly and sometimes exclusively 

used very few interpersonal behaviors in therapy. Those 

subjects whose transactional style reflected a broader 

interpersonal repertoire received smaller maladjustment 

indexes. 

The authors found a number of interesting results. They 

reported that during the initial phase of therapy, there was 

a significant positive correlation (r = .51, ]D < .05) between 

complementarity level and the degree of client maladjustment. 

Xn other words, during these early sessions the more mal-

adjusted clients elicited greater degrees of complementary 

behaviors from therapists. This relationship was not found 

to exist over the middle or late stages of therapy, however, 

nor did client maladjustment relate to outcome. But the 

level of complementarity did distinguish between successful 

and unsuccessful clients during the middle phase of treatment, 

with the latter eliciting a significantly greater proportion 

of complementary responses than the former. In his literature 
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review, Chartier (1984) interprets these somewhat speculative 

results within the framework of interpersonal flexibility. 

The correlation between maladjustment and complement-

arity simply restates in empirical terms what Leary 

and others have speculated about: individuals who are 

fixed in their interpersonal style elicit consistently 

certain types of behaviors from others. On the other 

hand, if this pattern can be interrupted, therapy has a 

greater likelihood of success. Conversely, if this 

pattern cannot be interrupted, change or success is 

unlikely. Furthermore, it is not the degree of rigidity 

of an individual's pattern that predicts success or 

lack of, rather it appears dependent upon a breakdown 

of the pattern of behaviors favored by the client. In 

terms of this interpretation, Dietzel and Abeles 

support the notion that interpersonal flexibility is 

related to psychological adjustment as measured by the 

lack of success in therapy outcome. (p. 191 

Crowder's (19721 results are related, suggesting that 

when therapists respond with inappropriate interpersonal 

behaviors (his definition of counter-transference), •unsuc-

cessful therapy outcomes are more likely. 

The studies cited above have established that (a) 

a, considerable amount of direct and indirect empirical 

evidence exists supporting the idea that interpersonal 

flexibility is associated with better psychological 
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adjustment, and (b) at the time this study was proposed, 

interpersonal psychology had not attempted to validate 

these findings consensually using the interpersonal circle. 

These facts dictated one of the primary objectives of the 

present study: to examine the relationship between inter-

personal flexibility and adjustment by employing a respected 

version of the interpersonal circle in conjunction with a 

proven measure of psychopathology. 

Summary 

The introductory portions of this paper call attention 

to the fact that much of the recent research on the contri-

bution of cognitive and social factors to psychopathology 

has been narrowly focused on isolated cognitive-social 

aspects of adjustment. Most studies have neglected to take 

a broader perspective of the human cognitive-social content 

repertoire. The. study at hand attempts a partial remedy of 

this deficiency and others which exist in the research on 

cognitive and social components of mental health. 

Regarding the cognitive area, it has been established 

that (a) experimental efforts to study the relationship 

between cognitive complexity and psychological adjustment 

through isolating the effects these variables have on each 

other has led to ambiguous results. The, hypothesis that a 

third variable is complicating the issue by interacting with 

the two has not been adequately tested; (b) Landfield's 

quadrant hypotheses concerning the relationship between 
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cognitive complexity, ordination and mental health have 

received initial support but also have not undergone suf-

ficient testing. 

A review of the literature dealing with the social area 

has revealed direct support from interactionalist studies : 

for the idea that interpersonal flexibility is correlated 

with psychological adjustment. This issue has not been 

addressed directly using the interpersonal circle and its 

derived scores as operational definitions of interpersonal 

flexibility. 

In view of the above situations, the following hypotheses 

are proposed: (1) a person's level of cognitive integration 

would interest with his or her degree of cognitive complexity 

to influence.his or her psychological adjustment. Specifically, 

persons who have high complexity and high ordination would 

show the fewest indices of current and developmental psycho-

pathology. In contrast, persons who have high complexity 

and low ordination would manifest the highest number of indices. 

Thus, these groups would represent two significantly different 

extremes on all measures of psychological health, with the 

former group obtaining the highest adjustment ratings and 

the latter group the lowest. The other four groups Clow 

complexity/low ordination, low complexity/high ordination, 

moderate complexity/low ordination, and moderate complexity/ 

high ordination) would fall between these extremes and 

would or would not differ significantly from them; (21 a 
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positive relationship exists between a person's social 

flexibility and psychological adjustment; that is as 

individuals show more social flexibility in their inter-

personal relationships, the better adjusted they tend to be. 

Persons maintaining more rigid interpersonal styles will 

obtain higher psychopathology ratings; and (3) A positive 

relationship would exist between a person's level of 

psychopathology and the proportion of ambiguous constructs 

which he employs. Ihus, persons employing a greater 

number of constructs which are more ambiguous in their 

social desirability would score higher on maladjustment 

ratings than persons whose constructs are more clearly 

positive or negative in their desirability. If this is 

so, it would validate Angelillo's (1982) findings which 

showed that persons who manifested the highest levels of 

psychopathology also tended to interpret the world in a 

more ambiguous manner. The present study is an attempt to 

validly test these postulations. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The subject population used in this study consisted 

of 72 inpatients (37 males, 35 females) at a large state 

hospital located in the southwest. To ensure that a 

fuller range of psychopathology would be tapped, 25 sub-

jects were recruited from the Acute Ward, which treats 

patients suffering from psychotic disorders, and 47 from 

the Substance Abuse Ward, which has patients whose primary 

disorder involves the misuse of various illict substances; 

alcohol, cocaine, hallucinogens, etc. 

The two units differ in several other ways as well. 

The substance abuse unit is an unlocked volunteer unit. 

Acute Unit patients frequently are court-committed and thijs 

may be involved in treatment against their will. Acute 

patients have less freedom, to leave "the ward than substance 

abuse patients. The social and interpersonal atmosphere of 

the substance abuse unit seems much more active and open 

than in the milieu of the acute unit. There appears to be 

more spontaneous and coherent conversation among substance 

abuse patients, and they seem to have a greater sense:- of 

community, participating in more recreational activities 

(horseshoes, cards, pool! on a spontaneous, voluntary basis 

than their counterparts on the acute unit. 
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Restriction on persons allowed to participate in the 

study included a) those hospitalized as a result of an 

organic disorder; b) those hospitalized as a result of 

alcohol or substance abuse who have suffered diagnosed brain 

damage or who are currently involved in the detoxification 

period of their treatment; c) those who have received electro-

convulsive therapy within the past three months; and d) those 

with less than a tenth grade education. 

Recruitment of Volunteers 

Charts of acute patients were randomly selected and 

then screened to see if the patient met the criteria for 

participation. If so, patients were approached on an 

individual basis and recruited to be involved. Subjects 

from both units were paid $3„0Q at the end of testing in 

return for their involvement. Once they agreed to partici-

pate, a time was arranged to meet with the experimenters, 

and in most cases, a few other patients who were also 

being tested. The subjects were escorted to a testing room 

where consent forms (Appendix A) were signed in the. presence 

of witnesses and the procedure of the experiment explained. 

At that time, the tests were administered in the following 

order: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), 

Role Repertory Test (REP test) and the Interpersonal Adjec^ 

tive Scale (IAS). £f the patient was unable to complete 

the testing in one sitting, another meeting was arranged with 

the experimenters to finish the tests as soon as possible. 
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The procedure for substance abuse patients was the same 

as that described above with some exceptions. Since the 

substance abuse patients met several times a day as a unit, 

and since their language comprehension skills were not 

impaired by psychosis, it was possible to recruit them on a 

group basis and post sign-up sheets for enlistment. In 

addition, all substance abuse patients are administered 

MMPI's upon admission as a matter of unit policy. Since 

the average length of stay is approximately one month, 

these protocols were considered to be reflective of the 

patients' current functioning. This procedure necessitated 

that a. waiver form (Appendix A I. be signed by the patient 

which gave the ward administrators permission to give the 

researcher access to this information. It also meant that the 

only scales the experimenters administered directly to 

these patients were the REP test and IAS. 

In addition to these procedures every subject's current 

social history report was copied. FOE those subjects: who had 

been hospitalized more than once, a copy was also made of the 

social history that was taken upon their first hospitalization. 

These social histories êj?ved as the basis of information upon 

which the judges filled out the Case History Forms. 

Dependent variables 

Interpersonal Adjective Scale (Wiggins, 1979). This 

scale (Appendix Bl is a measure of interpersonal behavior 

and consists of 128 interpersonal adjectives. Subjects 
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rated their perception of the self-applicability of these 

descriptors on a 8-place Likert scale which ranges from 

"extremely accurate" to "extremely inaccurate." The items 

are administered and scored so that eight 16-item interper-

sonal adjective scales that form a circumplex of interper-

sonal behavior are derived. 

An interpersonal circumplex is a representation of 

social behavior in which the variables are arrayed in a 

circle. The circular arrangement is meant to imply that 

variables close to one another on the circle are more 

"similar" and more closely correlated than are variables 

that are more widely separated. Thus, variables that are 

located opposite each other on the circumplex are bipolar 

constrasts (e.g., lazy-submissive versus ambitious-

dominant). . An empirical test of such an ordering is ;< 

provided by examining the correlations between octants to 

see if the above relationships are reflected by the data. 

The correlation of a variable with itself is a,ssumed to be 

unity while the correlation of an octant with, its presumed 

bipolar opposite is expected to be strongly negative. When 

tested by this method Wiggins* scale produces the clearest 

and most complete circumplex structure reported in the 

literature to date (Wiggins, 1979; Kiesler, 1982), The 

IAS was chosen over other interpersonal circles because of 

these superior psychometric properties. 
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The Circumplex Ordering of Wiggins' Interpersonal 
Adjective Scale 

AMBIGIOUS-
DOMINANT 

(PA) 

ARROGANT-
CALCULATING0 

(BC) 

COLD-
QUARRELSOME 
(DE) 

ALOOF-
INTROVERTED0 

CFG). 

0 
LAZY 

SUBMISSIVE 

0 GREGARIOUS-EXTRAVERTED 
(NO) 

o WARM-
AGREEABLE 
(LM) 

UNASSUMING-
INGENUOUS 
CJK) 

In terms of internal consistency, all of the interpersonal 

scales meet a reasonably stringent requirement of acceptable 

internal consistency, with coefficient alphas < .80. 

An index of interpersonal flexibility is derived by 

adding the raw scores for every octant, then calculating 

means and standard deviations for each of these. Subjects' 

octant raw scores than are converted to standard scores based 

on these means and standard deviations. The variance of each 

subject's profile of standard scores serves as an index of 

profile variability, and hence interpersonal flexibility. 

Profiles with little variance appear relatively flat when 

diagrammed. It is as stoned that subjects producing these 

scores are not dependent on one or two transactional styles 
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but are instead capable of displaying various types of 

interpersonal behavior depending on the situation. On the 

other hand, profiles with high variance scores result in 

diagrams that appear more spiked. It is presumed the people 

who produce these are more rigidly reliant on fewer inter-

personal behaviors and thus less interpersonally flexible 

than persons manifesting flatter profiles. 

The construct validity of this index as a measure of 

interpersonal flexibility is demonstrated by a study con-

ducted by Wiggins and Holzmuller (1981). In this study 

college students were administered both the IAS and a measure 

of psychological androgyny. The androgynous individual is 

defined as one who demonstrates greater flexibility in their 

sex-role behavior. The results of this study indicated that 

persons with greater interpersonal flexibility as measured 

by their IAS variance index, showed significantly greater 

flexibility in their sex role behavior than did persons with 

less interpersonal flexibility. These finding? are consistent 

with the theories of interpersonal psychology. 

A potential difficulty in using the IAS involves the 

relatively sophisticated vocabulary that is required to com-

prehend the meaning of some of the 128 adjectives. Wiggins 

is aware of this potential problem. In a letter to colleagues 

requesting copies of the test he cautions, "It is important 

to emphasize that this is not a vocabulary test," He goes* on 

to recommend that the examiner be prepared to provide familiar 

synonyms for the more difficult items (e.g., "unwily," 
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"guileless," "deliberative," "pretenseless"). Anticipating 

that a state hospital population would have more comprehen-

sion problems than the college students on whom the test was 

normed, two steps were taken to minimize the problem. First, 

below 52 items that in the examiner's opinion might be more 

difficult for a person with limited intellectual resources 

to understand, brief definitions were attached. The source 

of these definitions was the American Heritage Dictionary 

published in 1973. Rather than being a verbatim excerpt, 

each accompanying explication represented a brief paraphrase 

of the definition that most closely fit the description of 

an interpersonal adjective. In addition, efforts were taken 

to clarify the meaning of 30 of the 33 compounds that Wiggins 

included Jay adding the prefix "un." In the judgement of the 

experimenters, it was thought that such infrequently used 

compounds such as "unsly," "unwily," "unwild," or "uncheery," 

might be misread and/or confusing to some of the subjects. 

Thus, 30 of these compounds were changed by dropping the 

prefix "un" and replacing it with the separate word "not," 

The three exceptions were the commonly used "unproductive," 

"uncooperative," and "unsympathetic," 

Role Repertory Test. This instrument (Appendixes C & 

D) was developed by Landfield (1980); it is a modification 

of Landfield's Role Construct Repertory Test (1971). The 

test consists of a) a response sheet (Appendix C), b) a role 

specification sheet (Appendix Dl, and cl an instruction sheet 

(Appendix D). Completion of the test results is #1 a 15 x 15 
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matrix. The columns of the test signify the individuals in 

the subject's life who most closely conform to the descrip-

tions provided on the instruction sheet. The rows indicate 

descriptions and contrasts of the individuals who are listed 

in the columns, and represent the personal constructs of the 

subject. The constructs and significant people listed by the 

subject comprise the basis for further data analysis. This 

instrument yields the data base for arriving at a measure of 

construct content. Bannister and Mair (1968) quote test-

retest reliabilities of the grid form which "largely fall 

within the range of .60 to .80B depending on the subjects' 

psychological health and the time interval involved. One 

study the cite reported a test-retest correlation of .86 

over a six week period for normals. 

Construct Meaningfulness Scale. This instrument (see 

Appendix C) is part of the response sheet of the REP Test. 

It consists of 15 13-point scales. Each scale ranges from -6 

to +6, includes a midpoint of zero, and is anchored by the 15 

dichotomous constructs the subject provides on the REP test. 

The subject is asked to make a rating on every scale for each 

person listed. Each rating is then marked at a designated 

place on the matrix. For example, if the poles of one con-

struct were UGLY and GOOD-LOOKING, a subject might rate those 

acquaintances they perceive as attractive from the rivght side 

of the scale (+1 to +6 depending on the perceived degree of 

their attractiveness). Listed persons whom the subject con-

siders to be unattractive might be rated from the left side 
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of the scale (-1 to -6). The subject would mark 0 on the 

matrix if they did not know the person well enough to give 

a rating or if neither description fit the person. (It 

should be noted that positive qualities are not necessarily 

associated with the right side of the scale, nor are negative 

qualities always rated on the left.) The Construct Meaning-

fulness Scale provides the data base for arriving at measures 

of cognitive complexity and ordination. 

The measure of cognitive complexity used in this study 

is Landfield1s Functionally Independent Construction (FIC) 

score. This measure was described in detail by Landfield 

(.1971) , who perceived this concept in terms of the quantity 

of "functionally different dimensional units of meaning." 

In arriving at this score, every row pattern is related to 

all other row patterns. The same procedure is followed for 

the column patterns. This produces two matrices of relation-

ship which are used in computing the FIC score test-retest 

reliability when a five week interval is used. 

The construct validity of the FIC score has, been demon-

strated by some of the studies mentioned previously which 

attempted to examine the relationship between cognitive com-

plexity and psychopathology, Phillips (1976) concluded that 

his theorizing on the nature of cognitive complexity was at 

least partially correct when he found subjects with extreme 

FIC ratings to score higher on an index of schizophrenic 

thinking than subjects with moderate FIC scores, Landfield 

(1976) also considered his finding that suicidal college 
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students had higher FIC scores than nonsuicidal students to 

corroborate his postulations on the negative aspects of 

extreme complexity. Finally, Landfield and Barr's (1976) 

study which divided into quadrants on the basis of their FIC 

and ordination scores, corroborated several of their predic-

tions on the nature of cognitive complexity and its relation-

ship to integration and mental health. 

For this study, three levels of cognitive complexity 

were established by using the mean FIC scores of the normals 

in Angelillo's 1982 work (X = 10.76). Persons scoring less 

than or equal to one standard deviation (a = 5.7) below the 

mean (< 5) were considered to be in the low complexity group 

while those with ratings of 16 or better were placed in the 

highly complex group. The moderately complex subjects were 

those whose scores fell between these extremes (6-15). 

The concept of ordination first was described by 

Landfield and Barr (1976) as a reflection of hierarchical 

organization, construct integration, and meaningfailness, A 

high ordination score indicates that the individual is able 

to differentiate levels of "more or less" within construct 

dimensions, and thus function at a high level of integration. 

A low ordination score is indicative of less construct differ-

entiation or lower integration. In this study, ordination was 

dichotomized by again using the normals in Angelillo's (1982) 

study as a reference point. Those persons in the present s 

scoring below the normals mean ordination score (< 42) were 
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placed in the low integration group while those scoring above 

the mark (> 43) were in the high group. Both FIC and ordina-

tion scores are obtained through the use of a computer program 

developed by Landfield (1980). 

Construct validity of the ordination score has been 

demonstrated by researchers whose results indicate that 

persons who are highly ordinated perform better on a variety 

of measures reflecting mental health than persons with low 

ordination scores. This has been demonstrated with interper-

sonal prediction skills (Landfield & Barr, 1976), global 

psychopathology (Angelillo, 1982) and emotional vulnerability 

(Hickox, 1985). In terms of reliability, Landfield and Barr 

(1976) report that .78 is the test-retest reliability for 

ordination when a five week interval is used. 

The measure of construct ambiguity is derived by judges 

evaluating each of the dichotomous poles of a subject's 15 

constructs. If the pole is judged to be an attribute or 

quality that is generally approved of or considered socially 

desirable (e.g., intelligent, attractive), it is classified 

as positive. If the reverse is true and the attribute is 

socially undesirable (e.g., stupid, dishonestl then it is 

classified as negative. A construct is judged to be ambiguous 

if it carries neither socially positive nor negative connota-

tions (e.g., male/female, blond/brunetteI, Two judges were 

used to make these decisions in one-third of the REP test 

protocols. The experimental design did not require them to 

bl£nd to diagnosis ̂ nd wa^d. Since a sufficiently h^gh 
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interrater reliability was obtained, only one judge evaluated 

the remaining protocols. 

Case History Form. This instrument (Appendix E) is a 

modification of a scale originally devised by Kantor, Wallner 

and Winder (1953). It consists of 24 items which enable a 

rater to make evaluative judgements on the psychological 

development of a patient. The items are constructed in a 

bipolar manner and reflect various life circumstances and 

psychological symptoms which indicate either a process or a 

reactive disorder based on the nature of these experiences 

(e.g., early psychological trauma vs. good psychological history). 

The items are arranged so that they cover events over the 

entire spectrum of life (birth to fifth year, fifth year to 

adolescence, adolescence to adulthood, adulthood). Each item 

was rated on a five-point scale (-2 to 0 to +2) ranging from 

"very accurate" to "very inaccurate." Low scores indicate a 

person has had a life-long history of poor adjustment; high 

scores reflect a more normal development. Consensual valida-

tion for Kantor's scale has been provided in that it has been 

shown to correlate significantly with other respected measures 

of premorbid adjustment (.70. with Phillips' Prognostic Rating 

Scale and .77 with Elgin's Prognostic ScaleL, 

Several steps were taken to provide more objective 

criteria and guidelines for the judges who would be making 

the evaluations. First, it was arbitrarily decided that the 

four stages of life broadly classified by the original instru-

ment would be delimited by the following age specifications: 
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birth to the fifth year = 0-5, fifth year to adolescence = 

6-12, adolescence to adulthood = 13-17, adulthood = 18+. 

Second, a meeting was held with seven social workers from the 

state hospital to try to provide more objective markers for 

both poles of every item. For instance, in considering the 

item "early psychological trauma" versus "good psychological 

history," the social workers listed the following as phenomena 

they would consider when making such a judgement: child abuse; 

death of a parent, sibling, or significant other; incest, neglect, 

and/or deprivation of physical necessities. Thus, each of the 

24 items has a corresponding list of considerations which the 

judges used in making their decisions (Appendix E). (Social 

workers were used as consultants in the above task because in 

the original experimental procedure it was planned that the 

case history information would be gathered during the routine 

interview which the ward social worker conducts with all new 

patients and their families. It was only after the above con-

sultation had occurred that the experimenter$ were informed by 

the hospital administration that pragmatic considerations 

would force the cancellation of this plan.) 

Many of the events and criteria designated &s considera-

tions by the social workers were further delineated by the 

judges in terms of what numerical score they would receive 

(Appendix F). For instance, if the death of a parent occurred 

before the subject's first birthday, it received a more a positive 

score than if the: loss occurred while the patient was between 

the ages of 1-5, when, it received the most negative rating. 
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Finally, the two raters making the evaluations (neither 

of whom were blind to diagnosis and ward) practiced on the 

case histories of subjects who initially signed up to parti-

cipate in the study but for various reasons could not have 

their data included in the final results. Discussing their 

ratings and disagreements on these practice cases were 

designed to enable the judges to attain even higher ratings 

of interrater agreement. 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality inventory (MMPI) : 

This instrument was used as a measure of the subject's current 

level of psychopathology. The 400-item version of the MMPI 

was administered and the number of clinical scales achieving a 

T-scale rating of 70 or greater (Heilbrun, 1962) used as the 

criterion of assessing current maladjustment. Two other vari-

ables of interest were the F scale and the variance of the 10 

clinical scales. Information contained in Dahlstrom, Welsh, 

and Dahlstrom"s (1975) work indicates that the test-retest 

correlations for the validity and clinical scales range from 

.68 (Lie Scale) to .89 (Depression Scale). These figures per-

tain to male psychiatric cases tested with a one-to-two week 

interval between assessments. Female psychiatric cases tested 

with a similar interval showed a range of .59 (Psychopathic 

Deviate Scale) to .86 (F Scale). 

The number of MMPI clinical scales over 70. can range from 

zero to 10 depending on how deviant a subject's responses are. 

The more a subject's answers deviate from the responses of the 

persons on whom the test was normed, the more scales greater 
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than 70 they will obtain. In essence, the more scales a 

person has over 70, the more psychopathology and deviance he 

admits. Many clinicians consider this to be a fairly accurate 

indicator of current global pathology. 

The F scale of the MMPI originally was intended to measure 

the degree to which a person was faking mental problems and 

most clinicians use it in this capacity. However some clini-

cians (Graham, 1977) believe it can serve as a valid single 

index of a person's degree of emotional psychopathology. T 

scores can range from 44 to 110. When used as a measure of 

pathology, higher scores indicate greater distress and emotional 

abnormality. Alternative integrations of high F scores include 

the possibilities the subject had poor reading skills, was 

"faking bad" or issuing a "cry for help" or was being uncoop-

erative with the testing procedures. 

The MMPI variance score is calculated by taking the T scores of 

the 10 clinical scales and computing their variance. This score 

tells one how widely variable a subject's scores on the clinical 

scales are. While the clinical significance of high and low 

scores is not clear, it tends to be correlated with profile 

elevations. It was hoped that this measure would be able to 

tap aspects of pathology that the number of scales greater than 

70 might miss. While the last two specific measures have not 

received a great deal of attention in the literature as indices of 

psychopathology, Dahlstrom, Welsh, and Dahlstrom (1975) reference 

a multitude of studies in which the MMPI has been shown to be a valid 

instrument in identifying those persons with psychiatric problems. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Before ±he statistical results pertaining to the formal 

hypotheses of this study are reported, preliminary information 

on certain aspects of this data is in order. The areas to 

be addressed in this prefatory portion include information 

on a) the reliability of the ratings made by the judges 

who filled out the Case History Forms and who evaluated the 

constructs of the REP tests, b) the potential relationship 

of the demographic variable of sex with the variables of 

the study, c) the relationships among the various measures 

of psychopathology used as dependent variables in the study, 

and d) compositional differences between the two wards in 

regards to measured psychopathology. 

With regard to the measure of historical adjustment, 

552 of 1680 case history items were rated by two judges. The 

interrater reliability of their assessments of the histories 

was calculated to be .87 for individual ratings and .93 for 

combined ratings, using the intraclass correlation method 

devised by Ebel (1951). The correlations were sufficient to 

base statistical analysis on the ratings of one rater. 

With regard to the bipolar constructs elicited on the 

subjects1 REP tests, two judges assessed whether each of the 
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construct poles a subject listed represented a positive, 

negative or ambiguous quality in regard to its social 

desirability or social implication. Both judges evaluated 

685 of 2086 construct poles and had identical ratings on 

662 , producing an agreement percentage of .95 as determined 

by an index of inter-coder agreement for nominal scales 

formulated by Scott (1955). The reliability of these classi-

fications also was considered sufficient to base statistical 

analysis on one rater's codings of patients* REP responses. 

The gender of the subjects represented a demographic 

variable about which no formal hypothesis was made. Indeed, 

previous research on measures of adjustment relevant to the 

hypotheses would not lead to an expectation of a sex differ-

ence. Nevertheless, statistical methods were used to deter-

mine if subjects* scores on the various test instruments 

were influenced significantly by their particular sex. Six 

2 x 2 (sex x ward) ANOVA's (Nie et al., 1979) were completed 

using case history scores, the number of MMPI scales over 70, 

the F scale of the MMPI, interpersonal flexibility scores, 

cognitive differentiation scores and cognitive integration 

scores as dependent variables. Means and standard deviations 

of these variables for men and women on the acute and sub-

stance abuse wards are reported in Table 1. 

As Table 2 shows, there were no significant main effects 

of sex, nor were there any interactive effects of sex and 

ward on any of the dependent variables. The lack of a signi-

ficant effect of sex is consistent with previous findings. 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations of Six Variables 
for Ward by Sex Groups 

Variables Cell A1B1 Cell A1B2 Cell A2B1 Cell A2B2 

Over 70 

X 

SD 

F Scale 

X 

SD 

Case History 

X 

SD 

Complexity 

X 

SD 

Integration 

X 

SD 

Interpersonal 
Flexibility 

X 

SD 

Cell 
Frequency 

3.12 

2.70 

73.47 

15.05 

5. 4Q 

4.06 

12. 47 

7.56 

30. 42 

9.76 

116.76 

91.76 

n= 17 

3 .17 

2.19 

67.50 

12.95 

2.04 

2.54 

10.17 

5.18 

40.72 

6.56 

77.9 4 

63.53 

n= 18 

3.25 

2.49 

73.88 

22.39 

4.03 

1.77 

10. 13 

4.17 

36.52 

8.31 

69.71 

35.08 

n=8 

4.72 

2.40 

70..41 

14.89 

1.81 

2.74 

11.08 

8.03 

40.83 

7.71 

107.83 

86.77 

n=29 

Note„ A - Sex, 1 f Female, 2 = Male 

B = Ward, 1 f= Acute, 2 = Substance Abuse 
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In order to ensure that the subject population was one 

which manifested a sufficiently broad range of psycho-

pathology, it was necessary to test patients from more than 

one ward. To accomplish this, arrangements were made to 

conduct the testing on a unit that treated persons suffering 

frcm acute psychotic illnesses and on a ward for persons 

with substance abuse problems. As can be observed in Table 

2, sampling of subjects across wards was successful in 

providing patients with different psychopathological his- : 

tories, but did not provide patients who differed on global 

measures of current adjustment. Specifically, one can see 

that while subjects frcm the acute unit scored significantly 

higher on the historical adjustment scale than did their 

counterparts on the substance abuse unit, the two groups 

did not differ significantly on the number of MMPI scales 

over 70 or the MMPI F scale. 

Further differences between the subjects of the two 

wards were found when a discriminative analysis was performed on 

specific measures of current psychopathology. These analyses 

used ward as the dependent variable and the 10 individual 

clinical scales (1:Hypochondriasis, 2:Depression, 3:Hysteria, 

4 :Psychopathic Deviate, 5 :Masculinity-Femininity , 6:Paranoia, 7: 

Psychasthenia, 8:Schizophrenia, 9:Hypomania, 0:Social Intro-

version) of the MMPI as independent variables. As can be seen 

in Table 3, the subjects from the substance abuse unit scored signi-

ficantly higher than subjects from the acute unit on the MMPI scales 
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Table 3 

Summary of the Differences and the Significance of 
Differences Between Wards as Determined 

By Discriminant Analysis 

Variable 

Substance 
Abuse 
Mean 

Acute 
Mean 

Wilks' 
Lambda F Significance 

MMPI 2 72.55 63.32 0.91206 6 .557 0.0127 

MMPI 3 68,55 58.12 0,85054 11 . 95 0.0009 

MMPI 4 76.49 68.64 0.89990 7 .564 0.0076 

MMPI 5 60.35 52.52 0.92046 5 ,876 0.0180 

MMPI 8 67.13 77 .80 Q. 9.3977 4 ,358 0,0406 

2, 3, 4, and 5. The only scale on which acute patients were 

found to score significantly higher than substance abuse 

subjects was on scale 8, For the most part, the scales on 

which subjects from the substance abuse unit scored higher 

than acute subjects represent various aspects of neuroses 

and character pathology. Scale 8, on the other hand, is 

frequently found to be elevated withpatients who are experi' 

encing some sort of psychotic process that is interfering 

with their perceptions of reality. Thus, it is reassuring 

to note that placement decisions on acute and substance 

abuse units relate to the current specific symptomotology 

of patients. 

The fact that there were several different measures of 

psychopathology used in this study raises the question of 

their relationship to each other. In order to determine the 

degree of dependence ojr interdependence that exists among 
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these variables, a factor analysis was conducted using 

number of MMPI scales over 70, MMPI variance, the F scale 

of the MMPI, case history scores, and ward placement as 

the variables measuring adjustment. As can be seen in 

Table 4, two factors emerged from the analysis. Three 

MMPI measures load heavily on factor 1. As their values 

increase so does the value of factor 1. Factor 2 on the 

other hand is composed mainly from the variance of case 

history and ward placement. Case history has a negative 

loading on factor 2 and thus as case history scores decrease 

the value of factor: 2 increases, Conversely, ward scores vary 

in the same direction as factor 2. 

Table 4 

Summary of Factor Analysis of Five Adjustment Measures 

Factor 1 Factor 2 
• 

o
 A
 .74702 ,21380 

MMPI VAR .77540. -,00.338 

F ,84637 -,07551 

History -.0.9555 -.81637 

Ward -.02133 ,87017 

Table 5 gives the intercorrelations among the five 

variables* A possible hypothesis concerning what the 

factors measure is that factor 1 represents a patient's 

general level of current psychiatric distress and social 
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variance, with higher scores reflecting more distress and 

lower scores reflecting greater normalcy. Subjects scoring 

high on factor 2 will manifest disorders that are more 

characterological in nature and less precipitous in onset. 

Subjects low on factor 2 exhibit more acute onsets and 

greater floridity of symptoms. 

Table 5 

Correlation Xaible of Five Adjustment Measures 

MMPI 
Variance 

F 
Scale 

Case 
History Ward 

Over 70 .3688 .4757 -.1238 . 1803 

N = 72 N = 72 N = 70 N = 72 

p = .,0.01 p = .000 p = .154 p = .065 

MMPI 
Variance .47 59 -.0121 .072 

N = 72 N = 70 N = 72 

p 5= .000 p = .461 p = .369 

F Scale I -.1382 

N = 70 

p = .127 

-.1306 

N = 72 

p = .137 

Case History -.4454 

N = 70 

p = .000 

The first hypothesis was that cognitive organization 

would interact with cognitive complexity to influence 
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psychological adjustment. It was predicted that subjects 

rated high on both measures would show the fewest indices 

of current and developmenta,! psychopathology while 

subjects who had low ordination and high complexity would 

exhibit the most. No specific hypotheses were made con-

cerning the remaining four categories (low/low, low/high, 

low/medium, high/medium) except that they would fall some-

where between these extremes. Means and standard deviations 

for the different measures of adjustment are reported in 

Table 6 for the cognitive integration by differentiation 

groups. To examine this hypothesis, four 2 x 3 (ordination 

x cognitive differentiation) ANOVA's were computed using 

number of MMPI scales over 70, MMPI variance, the F scale 

of the MMPI, and the case history scores as the dependent 

variables. 

The ANOVA using number of MMPI scales over 70 as the 

dependent variable suggests there are mixed results in 

regard to hypothesis 1. As can be seen in Table 7, cogni-

tive complexity has a significant main effect on the 

dependent variable while cognitive integration does not. 

A Neuman-Keuls analysis was used to test for simple effects 

between the low, moderate, and high cognitive complexity 

groups. It was found that patients with a moderate degree 

of cognitive differentiation (X = 2.89) had significantly 

fewer MMPI scales over 7Q than patients with very high 

(X = 4.82) or very low CX = 4.8 6) differentiation. This 

relationship replicates Phillips1 concept of irii:Rijriax effect 
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Table 6 

Means and Standard Deviations of Four Adjustment Measures 
for the Cognitive Integration by Cognitive 

Complexity Groups 

Cell Cell Cell Cell Cell Cell 
Variables AlBl A1B2 A1B3 A2B1 A2B2 A2B3 

Over 70 

X 4. 29 2. 92 5, 78 5. 43 2, 83 3. 75 

SD 2. 86 2. 26 2. 04 2. 66 2. 23 1. 85 

MMPI Variance 

X 215. 70 157. 43 216. 64 169, 89 18 4. 41 164, 73 

SD 104. 97 92. 81 96. 17 94. 98 68. 98 100. 60 

F Scale 

X 71. 86 69. 96 78. 89 65. 71 70. 92 72, 63 

SD 13. 92 16. 63 15. 98 11. 13 12. 01 19. 54 

Case History 

X 4. 29 2. 84 5. 12 1, 78 1, 42 3 . 51 

SD 2. 16 3. 39 3. 85 1. 82 3. 08 3. 55 

Cell 
Frequency n= >7 n= : 2 4 n= 9 n= •1 n= 12 n= 8 

Note. A = Cognitive Integration, 1 = Low, 2 — High; 

B = Cognitive Complexity, 1 = Low, 2 = Heditlni/ 3 =< High 

(i.e., people at the extremes of the cognitive complexity 

continuum will show greater pathology than moderates). 

Although iib significant overfall interaction between 

cognitive complexity and cognitive integration was found, 

between cell comparisons of the interaction were performed 
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Table 7 

Summary of Analysis of Variance on MMPI Scales Over 70 
Using Cognitive Integration and Cognitive 

Complexity as Factors 

Source of Variation df Mean Square F 

Cognitive Integration 1 1. 7555 0 .303 

Cognitive Complexity 2 32. 541 5 ,612* 

Integration x Complexity 2 1CU 144 1 .749 

Residual 61 5, 798 

*p < .01. 

to test for simple effects (see Table 8) related to the 

hypothesis. From these tests, a trend was noted that 

seems to corroborate a prediction made by hypothesis 1: 

subjects rated high both in complexity and ordination 

tended to have fewer scales over 70 than did subjects 

with high complexity but low integration Cp < ,10). 

Table 8 

F Values of Between Cell Differences of Cognitive 
Organization X Cognitive Complexity for Scales 

Over 70 

Between Cell Comparisons F 

AlBl - A2B1 <1 

A1B1 - A1B3 1.51 

AIB2 - A1B3 9.18** 

A1B2 - A2B2 <1 

AlBl - A2B3 <1 

A1B3 - A2B3 2.99+ 
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Table 8—Continued 

Between Cell Comparisons 

A2B1 - A2B2 5.19* 

A2B1 - A2B3 1.82 

A2B2 - A2B3 <1 

A1B3 - A2B2 7,73** 

A2B1 - A1B3 <1 

Note. A = Cognitive Integration, 1 = Low, 2 = High; 

B = Cognitive Complexity, 1 = Low, 2 = Medium, 3 = High, 

+p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01., 

No support was given to hypothesis 1 by the ANOVA using 

the MMPI variance score as a measure of psychological adjust-

ment. As can be seen in Table 9, there are no significant 

main effects or interactions for integration and complexity. 

Between cell comparisons for simple effects of the hypothesis 

also were found to be nonsignificant (see Table 10), 

Table 9 

Summary of Analysis of Variance on MMPI Variance with Cognitive 
Integration and Cognitive Complexity as Factors 

Source of Variation df Mean Square F 

Cognitive Integration 1 17 18.193 0.187 

Cognitive Complexity 2 6207.464 0.677 

Integration x Complexity 2 11433.859 1.246 

Residual 61 9175.495 
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Tabid 10 

F Values of Between Cell Differences of Cognitive Organization 
X Cognitive Complexity for MMPI Variance 

Between Cell Comparisons 

AlBl - A1B2 1.99 

A1B1 - A2B1 <1 

AlBl - A1B3 <1 

A1B2 - A1B3 2.50 

A1B2 - A2B2 <1 

A1B3 - A2B3 1.25 

A2B1 - A2B2 <1 

A2B1 - A2B3 <1 

A2B2 - A2B3 <1 

A1B3 - A2B2 <1 

Note. A = Cognitive Organization, 1 = Low, 2 = High; B = 

Cognitive Complexity, 1 = Low, 2 = Medium, 3 = High. 

+p < .10;; *p < .05, **p < .01. 

As can be seen in Table 11, no significant results were 

found frcm the ANOVA using the MMPX F scale as the dependent 

variable. Once more there are no significant main effects, 

interaction, nor between cell simple effects, (see Table 12). 

Thus, with regard to global measures of current adjustment, 

the only variable on which subjects differed in regard to 

their cognitive organization was scales over 70. 
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Table 11 

Summary of Analysis of Variance of the MMPI F Scale, Using 
Cognitive Integration and Cognitive 

Complexity as Factors 

Source of Variation df Mean Square F 

Cognitive Integration 1 103.535 0 . 400 

Cognitive Complexity 2 257.633 0 .996 

Integration x Complexity 2 101.031 0 .391 

Residual 61 258.5 40 

Table 12 

F Values of Between Cell Differences of Cognitive 
Integration x Cognitive Complexity 

for MMPI F Scale 

Between Cell Comparisons 

A1B3 - A2B1 2.65 

A1B3 - A1B2 2.02 

A1B3 - A2B2 1.28 

A1B3 - AlBl <1 

A1B1 - A2B2 <1 

A1B2 - A2B2 <1 

AlBl - A2B3 <1 

A1B3 - A2B3 <1 

A2B1 - A2B2 <1 

A2B1 - A2B3 <1 
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Table 12—Continued 

Between Cell Comparisons F 

A2B2 - A2B3 <1 

Note. A = Cognitive Organization, 1 = Low, 2 = High; 

B = Cognitive Complexity, 1 = Low, 2 = Medium, 3 = High. 

+p < .01, *p < .05, **p < .01. 

The results of analysis in regard to adjustment history 

can be found in Table 13. As can be seen, a significant main 

effect was found for cognitive integration, with highly inte~ 

grated patients scoring lower on adjustment history. A trend 

was found for cognitive complexity (p < .08). Based on the 

Neiuman-Keuls analysis on this factor, it was revealed that 

the only comparison even approaching significance was the 

difference between high and moderate cognitive complexity 

patients, where the former group received higher case history 

scores (p < .08). Between cell comparisons of the inter-

actions were tested for simple effects (see Table 14). Low 

ordination/high complexity subjects had significantly higher 

case history scores than either high ordination/moderate 

differentiation or high integration/low differentiation 

groups. A trend in this same direction was found in regard 

to the low integration/moderate differentiation group. Thus, 

low integration/highly differentiated patients were anost 

likely to show a precipitious and florid disturbance, and 
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Table 13 

Analysis of Variance of Case History Scores with Cognitive 
Complexity and Cognitive Organization as Factors 

Source of 
Variation 

Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square f 

Cognitive 
Integration 46.163 1 46.163 4 .206* 

Cognitive 
Complexity 57.118 2 28.559 2 .602+ 

Integration X 
Complexity 3.017 2 1.508 0 .137 

Residual 669.451 61 10.975 

tp < .05; +£ < . 1Q. 

Table 14 

F Values of Between Cell Differences of Cognitive 
Organization X Cognitive Complexity for 

Case History Scores 

Between Cell Comparisons 

A1B1 - A1B2 

A1B1 - A2B1 

A1B1 - A1B3 

A1B2 - A1B3 

A1B2 - A2B2 

A1B3 - A2B3 

A2B1 - A2B2 

A2B1 - A2B3 

A2B2 - A2B3 

A1B3 - A2B1 

1.04 

2,02 

<1 

3.10+ 

1,46 

1,00 

<1 

1,02 

1,90 

4 .00* 
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Table 14—Continued 

Between Cell Comparisons F 

A1B3 - A2B2 6 . 40* 

Note. A = Cognitive Organization, 1 = Low, 2 = High, 

B = Cognitive Complexity, 1 = Low, 2 = Medium, 3 = High. 

+p < .10, *p < .05, 

differed significantly in this regard frcm patients who were 

high integration/moderate or low complexity and patients who 

were low integration/moderatdly differentiated. Contrary 

to expectation, highly integrated/highly complex patients 

were intermediate on their case history scores and did not 

differ significantly frcm, the other groups. 

Hypothesis 2 states that a positive relationship exists 

between a person's social flexibility and their psychological 

adjustment. As individuals demonstrate more interpersonal 

flexibility in their relationships with others, the more 

healthy they will be. In order to evaluate this hypothesis, 

Pearson product-moment correlations (McNemar, 1969} were per̂ -

formed between each subject's variance score from the Inter-

personal Adjective Scale and the four dependent variables 

(scales over 70, F scale, MMPI variance, case history (see 

Table 15). Only one of the dependent variables scales over 

70, approaches significance in terms of a correlation: 

patients showing greater flexibility tended • to have more 

scales over 70 in the MMPI. 
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Table 15 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between Interpersonal 
Flexibility and Adjustment Measures 

MMPI Case 
O^er 70 Variance F Scale History 

Interpersonal -.16 -.08 -.10 .04 
Flexibility p = . 087 p = .258 p = .201 p = .359 

The final hypothesis stated that a negative relation-

ship would be found to exist between a person's level of 

adjustment and the proportion of ambiguous constructs he/ 

she employs. In order to test this hypothesis, Pearson 

correlations were calculated between each subject's number 

of ambiguous constructs and the four dependent variables 

(see Table 16). As with number 2, the support for hypothesis 

3 appears limited. However, F scores did show a trend 

towards increasing as the proportion of ambiguous constructs 

increased (JD < .06), as well as a significant tendency to 

decrease as the percentage of constructs with positive social 

implications increased tjo < .04) . 

Table 16 

Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between Number of 
Ambiguous, Positive, and Negative Constructs 

and Adjustment Measures 

MMPI Case 
Over 70; Variance F Scale History 

Number of no 
Ambiguous „ •*'0 *18 "1 en 
Constructs p - .26 p - .19 p = .06 p - .50 
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Table 16—Continued 

MMPI Case 
Over 70 Variance F Scale History 

Number of 
Positive 
Constructs 

-.15 
P = .11 

-.03 
P = .41 

"""" • 
P 
21 
= .04 

. 15 
P ; i = .11 

Number of 
Negative 
Constructs 

-.03 
P = .42 

.07 
p = .27 

• 

P 
07 
= .28 

-.05, . 
p = .35 

Additional Findings 

Subjects on the substance abuse ward had higher ordina-

tion scores than did subjects on the acute ward (r = .44, 

p < .01). There was no significant relationship between ward 

and either cognitive complexity (r = -.07, p < *2-5) or inter-

personal flexibility (r = -.03, p < .351. Acute patieiats, on 

the other hand, were noted to have significantly higher scores on 

the Case History Form (r = -.44, p < .01). This suggests their 

psychiatric problems are more reactive in nature and more 

florid in symptomatology than those of their substance abuse 

counterparts. It is also interesting to note 'that the great 

majority of all patients (N » 64) had case history scopes 

greater than G and thus were judged to be reactive in terms 

of their psychiatric illnesses. Less pertinent findings 

include significant correlations between ward ^nd the 

unassuming-ingenous tr = -.36, p < .01) and arrogant-

calculating (r = .25, p < .051 octants of the IAS, Thus, 

it appears that patients on the acute unit scored higher on 
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items measuring ingenous and modesty characteristics while 

substance abuse patients achieved higher ratings on the 

narcissistic and calculating dimensions. 

One of the more surprising findings regarding inter-

personal flexibility was that flexibility scores were 

negatively correlated with scores on the MMPI scales 

entitled "psychopathic deviate" (r = -.24, p < ,05). and 

"paranoia" (r = -.21, p < .05). Thus, the greater the 

interpersonal flexibility reported, the higher the score 

on the scales designed to measure characterological 

features such as impulsivity, low frustration tolerance 

and poor social adjustment (in reference to the former 

scale) and interpersonal sensivity, suspiciousness and 

persecutory ideas (in reference to the latterI, It w^s 

also found that interpersonal flexibli.ty scores were nega,-

tively correlated with higher scores on the IAS octant 

measuring "lazy" and "submissive" characteristic? (r = -,23, 

£ < .0 5),. Thus, the more a subject reported being inter-

personally flexible, the more, he/she described himself/ 

herself with adjectives that Wiggins C1979LL associates with 

failure and weakness. Flexibility scores were positively 

correlated with higher scores on the IA.S octant measuring 

"ambitious" and "dominant" behavior Cr = .19L,' £ < ,Q5I, In 

this instance, it appears that persons reporting less 

variability on their interpersonal styles tend to describe 

themselves with adjectives that Wiggins' associates with 

success and power. 
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Some interesting findings were noted in regard to the 

number of ambiguous constructs subjects used on their REP 

tests. Specifically, it was found that the greater the 

number of ambiguous constructs a subject displayed: a) 

the more cognitively complex he/she would be (r = .47, 

p < .05), and b) the higher tLe/she would score on MMPI 

scale 7 (r = .15, p < .10) . 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Replication of Previous Results 

The present study supports Phillips (1981) concept of 

the minimax effect regarding the relationship between 

cognitive complexity and adjustment. As with other globa,! 

measures of current adjustment, the optimal level of cogni-

tive complexity exists between the extreme^ of too many and 

too few functionally differentiated constructs. The former 

condition indicates a loosely organized construct system 

while the latter represents an overly tight system. 

Previous research helps to clarify the meaning of these 

findings. The work of Landfield and Barr C1976) and Adams-

Webber (1979) specifically addresses the reasons why persons 

with overly complex cognitive systems have difficulties in 

adjustment. They found that such individuals tend to experi-

ence life events in a fragmented, disjointed fashion. 

Although they may have available a large repertoire of differ-

ent constructs, the lack of adequate connections: between them 

prevents their effective use in relating one aspect of experi-

ence to another. When persons with such cognitive systems are 

placed in social contexts requiring fairly complex, high level 

functioning, environmental pressures will combine with, their 

chaotic perceptions to create subjective distress and lowered 

psychological adjustment. 
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Persons with overly simplified construct systems who 

face similar external demands likewise will tend to be more 

maladjusted but for different reasons. These persons tend 

to rely on cognitive systems in which associations among 

constructs are over-related. This tendency towards over-

reductionism forces them to assimilate events into rigid 

systems that possess very few specific patterns of organiza-

tion (Adams-Webber, 1979). Inflexible rules of organization 

create further complications limiting even more the alterna-

tive processes by which new information can be incorporated 

(Kelly, 1955). Individuals who lack adequate independent 

constructs with which to construe the world often encounter 

interpersonal problems because it is hard for them to 

understand others in the same way in which other persons 

perceive themselves (Landfield & Barr, 1976). The rigidity 

of their systems also makes it difficult for these individuals 

to resolve inconsistencies in their perceptions of the world. 

Thus, for these persons the prospect of adjustments at any 

level of their cognitive organization imposes an abnormally 

large amount of stress due to the greater than normal 

reverberations which change creates in their tightly bound 

systems. If such a person is living within a social 

context that does not support his or her system and presses 

for him or her to change, each predictive failure he or she 

experiences in using his or her constructs will present 

the prospect of impending chaos and ambiguity, A frequent 
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response to such failures is to constrict the range of 

applicability of one's constructs increasingly until the 

individual withdraws into a narrow but still predictable 

world (Adams-Webber, 1979). 

Obsessive-compulsive neurotics fall in this category 

because of the high degree of structure and order they 

r̂ qui;re to understand life events. In order to attempt to 

lOft&e accurate predictions^ with, their inefficient systems, 

they must severely restrict the range of their constructs 

and cateqorize experiences $n distinct and rigid compart-

ments. However, the great majority of their experience will 

remain fairly unpredictable and perhaps confusing to them 

Since the range of convenience of their constructs is so 

Given the above clinical pictures of persons at the 

extremes of cognitive differentiation, it is not surprising 

that they tend to produce generally elevated profiles on 

the MHPI, Any of the following interpretations of such 

profiles could be reflective of these persons: a) the 

existence of a serious amount of psychopathology; b) a high 

level of internal distress, or c) a cry for help in which 

exaggerated symptomatology is meant to attract the mental 

health professional's attention and lead to intervetion 

(Graham, 1977; Dahlstrom, Welsh, & Dahlstrom, 1975). 

Despite these results, an apparent discrepancy exists 

in the data since the above findings were not replicated 

when developmental history was used as a measure of 
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adjustment. In other words, while Phillips' miniraax effect 

effect was observed in regard to the relationship between 

cognitive complexity and current adjustment, these same 

results were not found between complexity and developmental 

adjustment. This fact and the additional finding that 

ordination was found to vary significantly with developmental 

adjustment but not with current adjustment suggest a possible 

explanation. The two adjustment measures could differ in 

their ability to detect variation and nuances in the two 

measures of cognitive structure. 

There is some evidence for this hypothesis, Phillips 

formulated, tested and corroborated his minimax theory with 

reference to measures of adjustment that are more reflective 

of a person's current functioning rather than his develop-

mental functioning. Thus, it may be that the MMPI would be 

the most appropriate criterion by which to evaluate the 

relationship between complexity and adjustment. Tn much, 

the same way, the works of iLandf ield and Barr CL976I a,nd 

Angelillo (1982) suggest that perhaps the most, appropriate 

and effective adjustment measure for evaluating cognitive 

integration is one that takes a, more generally developmental 

perspective rather than one which is more specific and 

current. Their results lead them to theorize that ordination 

may be sensitive to one's general ability to adapt, assimi- -

late, and change in accordance to the demands of the 

environment. These abilities would be difficult to assess 

by an instrument that reflects only a current picture 
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of adjustment. Since the Case History Form's longi-

tudinal orientation measures one's general adaptation over 

an extended time period, it may be a more appropriate choice 

when examining the relationship between mental health and 

cognitive integration. 

While the results of this study appear to confirm the 

minimax relationship between global current adjustment and 

differentiation, more specific questions remain unanswered. 

Future research might address these two problems: al The 

specific characteristics of adjustment that correlates with 

more moderate complexity ratings are still unclear. If 

these can be defined and if the observable behaviors and 

symptoms which characterize the pathology associated with 

overly simple and complex cognitive systems can be deline-

ated, perhaps researchers can develop more precise and 

reliable diagnostic techniques. These in, turn may aid in 

learning more about the etiology of these disorders, With 

this knowledge it may be possible to develop treatment 

techniques oriented toward reversing or preventing tile 

problems associated with extreme levels of differentiation? 

b) A developmental/historical approach which would seek to 

answer many of the same questions might attempt to specify 

the antecedents that may lead some persons to adopt loose 

construct systems and others to develop overly tight striiĉ  

tures. Discovering the environmental or situational factors 

that lead to the hospitalization of these two groups also 
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could prove helpful in developing more effective prevention 

and treatment programs. 

Hypothesis 1 and Current Adjustment 

The initial prediction that subjects measured to be 

highly complex but poorly integrated would be found to be 

those with the most serious current global symptomatology 

was supported. Previous research (Landfield & Barr, 1976) 

accounts for these findings in much the same way that Adams-

Webber (1979) explained the greater pathology associated 

with overly complex subjects. Subjects in this category 

cannot utilize their greater variety of constructs and 

meaning effectively because their capacity for integration 

is not proportional. .This deficit prevents adequate inters 

personal understanding and thus, these persons tend to find 

others confusing in much the same way others are perplexed 

by them. Rather than working for them, their differentia^-

tion acts as a disorganizing influence and even hinders 

their self-understanding. Thought disordered schizophrenics 

who appear overwhelmed by the unrelated complexities of 

their experience would most likely belong in this category . 

The second prediction of this hypothesis was that 

persons rated as highly integrated and highly complex worild 

receive the lowest ratings on current global pathology* 

The findings did not support this expectation. The failure 

of these subjects to distinguish themselves from the other 

groups on ratings of adjustment was surprising, but perhaps 
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can be better understood when examined in the light of 

previous research. 

The main study on which the prediction was based 

(Landfield & Barr, 1976} also divided subjects in terms 

of their ordination and complexity ratings. In addition 

to measuring the subjects' interpersonal prediction 

capability objectively, the experimenters also made 

clinical observations and judgements on each group of 

patients. It was through this partly subjective, non-

standardized method that subjects in the high/high group 

were clinically judged to be the "least maladjusted," 

along with persons in the high integration/low complexity 

group. This observation and the finding that high/high 

subjects outperformed the other groups in terms of inter-

personal predictions provided the basis for this study's 

hypothesis that they would manifest the fewest indices of 

psychopathology, However, it is possible that the differe-

ences between the groups' adjustment levels, whjile clinically 

noticeable, were not statistically significant when assessed 

by the instruments uŝ ed in this study. It also might be that 

the qualities and characteristics on which the clinicians 

made their assessments of better ad justment were not adequately 

measured by the MMPI. 

Another possible explanation for the nonsignificant 

results concerning this portion of the hypotheses may be 

attributable to differences between the populations used 
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in the two studies. Landfield and Barr used normal college 

students and outpatients with alcohol related problems as 

subjects, while this study used an inpatient population. 

It is possible that the degree of pathology manifested by 

the inpatient population was so much more disturbed than 

the subjects in the previous study that the two groups did 

not significantly overlap in their adjustment ratings. If 

this were true, the lack of replication might be explained 

by the possibility that the relationships that exist between 

ordination, complexity and psychopathology at higher levels 

of adjustment do not hold true when the subject population 

is seriously impaired. 

Given the possibility that the present study might not 

have tested an adequate sample, future researchers might 

consider including no;rma,ls along with inpatients in their 

studies to assure the broadest possible range of pathology. 

Such a range would provide a more legitimate test fox both, 

the prediction of hypothesis 1 and the other two hypotheses 

as well, it might also prove interesting to focus more 

individualized attention on highly integrated/highly complex 

persons. It remains unclear how or if they differ signifi-

cantly from others with different cognitive organizations. 

Perhaps significant results might be obtained by using a, 

broader range of patients and more diverse measures of adjust-

ment . 
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Hypothesis 1 and Developmental Adjustment 

An unexpected sampling bias made it impossible to test 

hypothesis 1 adequately using developmental adjustment as a 

dependent variable. It was hoped that a full range of 

healthy and disturbed social histories would be obtained in 

order to test all of the various; hypotheses effectively. 

However, after the developmental backgrounds of the patients 

were assessed, it was obvious that the sample was strongly 

skewed to the more healthy or reactive side of the continuum. 

Eighty-seven percent of the total sample received positive 

scores on the scale, indicating that their developmental 

histories were reactive in nature and ranged from uneventful 

to fairly healthy. Only 13 percent were judged to have 

social histories that could be classified as negative or 

process in their characteristics. Consequently, for 

practical purposes, the left side of the scale which 

measures a history's negative aspects and determines whether 

a patient's symptomatology can be classified a,s process in 

nature did not apply to the su&jects tested in study. 

The skewed distribution made it virtually impossible 

to test any of the original hypotheses on the assumption 

that the case history scores reflected a full range of 

developmental psychopathology, Thus, in regard to hypothesis 

1, the issue under investigation was no longer an attempt to 

determine how the various groups classified by the ordination-

complexity interaction differed in terms of the health 
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reflected in their social histories. The issue became an 

evaluation of how well the subjects of this study fit the 

prototype of a person suffering from reactive schizophrenia. 

Essentially this prototype is defined by a relatively healthy 

developmental history, a precipitious onset of the disorder, 

and quite florid symptomatology. 

When a close analysis of the history scores is performed, 

the evidence supports the logically expected conclusion that 

reactive psychotics from the acute ward conform more 

closely to the prototype than do the non-psychotic reactives 

who reside on the substance abuse unit. As evidence of this, 

it is noted that: al Eleven of the highest Gnost reactive! 

13 case history scores were obtained by subjects on the 

acute ward? b) Eighty percent of the acute subjects scored 

above the median of all ca,se history scores? cL Twenty^four 

of the 26 lowest (Teast reactive) scores were obtained by 

patients from the substa,nce abuse unit? d)_ A significant 

correlation between developmental adjustment and ward place-

ment was found to exist Q? == •*-.44/ p < .ail. This statistic 

confirms the above findings by suggesting that subjects with 

lower scores on the reactive scale are more likely to come 

from the substance abuse unit, wlxile higher ratings are more 

likely to be obtained by reactive psychotics from the acute 

unit. 

When framed in the above context (reactive psychotics 

scored higher on a scale measuring reactive schizophrenia 

than did substance abusersi, the acutes' higher case history 
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scores appear fully predictable and hardly surprising. This 

finding might be interpreted as confirming the construct 

validity of the right half of the Case History Form. It 

also appears to support the diagnostic procedures used on 

the two units. But when one states that acute psychotics 

achieved higher ratings than substance abusers on a scale 

intended to tap developmental adjustment, the data appears 

more interesting. While the sample bias that moderates the 

second and more literal interpretation of the results 

already has been discussed, the results are stimulating 

enough to warrant further investigation. Specifically, the 

issue that needs to be examined is whether the. developmental 

histories of those persons labeled acutely psychotic are 

significantly more normal Ci.e., healthier, less traumatic! 

than the histories of those persons categorized as substance 

abusers. Addressing this question could aid in interpreting 

the results of this study and provide data on the validity 

of the case history ratings. 

Unfortunately, it appeals tha,t this remains a task for 

future researchers. While there is considerable evidence 

that schizophrenics and alcoholics tend to experience child-

hood environments tha,t are significantly more maladaptive 

than normal (Roff & Ricks, 1972; Roff & Ricks, 19174; 

Va,illant, 19831, there appears to be no conclusive evidence 

suggesting that either group has healthier histories than 

the other. However, a personal communication with/David 
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Ricks, co-editor of the three-volume work, Life History 

Research in Psychopathology, may help distinguish the 

histories of these two groups and clarify the findings of 

the present study. He stated that based on his experience 

in the field of life history research, he could see how 

the developmental histories of pre-alcoholics would be 

characterized by more overt trauma and negative major events 

than the histories of pre-schizophrenics. if this should be 

true, it would be expected that pre-alcoholics would be 

rated as less healthy on the Case History Form which is 

geared toward measuring these types of historical phenomena. 

On the other hand, Ricks could also understand how the 

childhood environments of eventual schizophrenics would be 

more negative in the sense that they are more consistently 

exposed to day-to-day comments and experiences that subtly; 

but surely undermine their sense of identity and self-

confidence (personal communication, 19851, But since the 

CHF is not oriented towa,rds measuring these types of 

experiences, this difference probably would not be reflected 

in the scores. 

In addition to comparing the historical development of 

acute psychotics and substance abusers, another worthy direc-

tion of future research would include an attempt to complete 

the original purpose of this study in regards to hypothesis 1 

and a measure of development adjustment. In other words, the 

goal would be to provide evidence on whether persons high in 
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cognitive complexity but low in ordination have more dis-

turbed life histories than persons with other levels of 

complexity/integration and whether persons high in both 

areas rank highest in their developmental adjustment. To 

do so the study must be assurred of improving on the 

sampling procedures in the present work by securing a 

broad range of both process and .reactive case histories. 

Ordination and Developmental adjustment 

While it appears to have little direct bearing on the 

interaction theory of hypothesis 1, an interesting finding 

that deserves exploration is that subjects with, lower cogni-

tive integration scored higher on the reactive/developmental 

adjustment dimension than did subjects ranked high on 

cognitive integration. Given Angelillo's (1982) suggestion 

that ordination seems to be a general predictor of psycholo-

gical health, the above results may appeal? to be counter-

intuitive. The previously discussed sampling bias partially 

clarifies the situation by showing that the above finding 

does not imply that subjects with maladaptive social histories 

have greater integrative skills than do subjects with healthy 

social histories. The lack of subjects with, negative case 

histories prevents this conclusion. The issue can be 

restated more accurately once one. has grasped the point of 

this clarification and the following facts are considered: 

a) the overwhelming majority of subjects received generally 

positive developmental history ratings and b) acute ward 
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patients were significantly lower in their ordination 

abilities than substance abusers. The re-stated issue is 

to determine why subjects with fairly good social histories 

and low ordination tend to develop reactive psychoses while 

subjects with essentially comparable histories but higher 

ordination skills do not. 

The results of Hickox's C19851 unpublished dissertation 

appear to shed some light on this question. The results of 

her study imply that persons with higher ordination scores 

who have also experienced higher levels of remote stress 

tend to be less emotionally vulnerable in the face of current 

stressors than are persons with lower integrative abilities 

who have experienced lower levels of remote stress. If one 

presupposes that the levels of cognitive integration regis-

tered in this study represent the subjects1 pre-morbid level 

of functioning, then Hickox's finding can be interpreted 

to suggest that ordination level plays a significant role 

in determining a person's reaction to life's stress, (The 

assumption that the integration scores are representative of 

the subjects* premorbid cognitive status is supported by 

Payne (19721L. He found that the intellectual functioning 

of a significant proportion of schizophrenics, measured 

before and after their psychotic break, was essentially the 

same,) Such an interpretation is consistent with the results, 

of the present study. For example, it would be theoretically 

consistent with what known about schizophrenia to assume 
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that psychotics from the acute unit are more emotionally 

vulnerable to the same amount of stress than are the sub-

stance abuse patients. Many consider the psychotic's ego 

and defense deficits to be the primary contributors to his/her 

inability to cope with stress and anxiety without jeopar-

dizing his/her essential personality functioning. A 

natural extension of this logic could include lack of 

ordination as yet another deficit adding to his adjustment 

difficulties. The substance abuser differs significantly 

from this pattern. While certainly not adept at coping 

with life's pressures, he/she nonetheless is able to 

maintain his/her identity. Perhaps greater ordination 

ability somehow aids in this regard. 

If the higher case history scores received by the 

reactive psychotics in this study truly were indicative of 

less problematic developmental histories, this might suggest 

an alternative explanation of why acute subjects scored 

higher than substance abusers on developmental adjustment 

despite being lower on ordination. Such a finding would 

suggest the possibility that a,t a previous time in their 

lives, the cognitive structures of psychotics were less 

impaired than their current state, Applied to the current 

study, this reasoning leads to the hypothesis that acutes 

have lower integration skills now despite having good social 

histories because their cognitive organization h^s experi-

enced a significant deterioration as a result of going through 
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the process of psychotic decompensation. The implication is 

that if they were tested before the decompensation, their 

ordination scores would be equal to or higher than those 

obtained by substance abuse patients. 

Studies conducted and published in England during the 

mid-1960's offer support for this contention (Bannister, 

1963, 1965). This research demonstrated that under experi-

mental conditions subjects1 cognitive structures could be 

significantly altered (strengthened or weakened! through the 

validation or invalidation of construct predictions, 

Furthermore, in a chapter on the fragmentation that occurs 

in the cognitive systems of thought-disordered schizo-

phrenics, Adams-Webber (1979) states that 

Fragmentation, when it does occur1 , . . may be sudden 

and lead rapidly to further variation, thereby preci-

pitating a major shake-up in the brittle organization 

of the system. As this rigid structure begins to 

collapse under the impact of massive invalidation, even 

the most superordinate constructs in the system will 

gradually begin to lose definition , . , , Thus, the 

individual may eventually have to abandon his super-

ordinate constructs altogether and fall back on a more 

primitive and less effectual system in w h ' M f e . constructs 

are not related to other constructs but directly to 

concrete events. Cp. 69) 
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The possibility of precipitous and dramatic deterioration in 

the cognitive structure offers general support for the hypo-

thesis that the reactive psychotics have higher case history 

ratings yet lower ordination scores because their present 

cognitive systems represent attempts to reorganize decompen-

sated construct systems on a more primitive and basic level. 

Those interested in pursuing research in this area 

might consider the following: a) include subjects that 

exhibit a full range of developmental psychopathology so 

the hypotheses may be tested adequately; b) the hypotheses 

put forth to explain the relationship between ordination 

and developmental history should be explored further, it 

remains unclear whether higher ordination plays a role in 

reducing vulnerability to stress or whether it merely is 

indicative of the current adjustment level, and c) since this 

study's additions to the Case History Form mainly elaborated 

the process side of the scale, future studies using it should 

provide more examples of reactive symptoms for each item. 

It appears that the main significance of contributions 

from this research on hypothesis 1 may be clinical in 

nature. By partially replicating Phillips' (.1981) 

minimax findings and Landfield an 

hypotheses, this study helps to s 

relationship between cognitive or 

expanding our understanding of op 

d Barr's (1976) quadrant 

omewhat clarify the 

ganization and adjustment, 

timal and disturbed human 
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functioning. This knowledge could prove valuable in the 

assessment processes of diagnosticians and eventually may 

enable therapists to set more comprehensive and appropriate 

treatment goals for their clients. While answering some 

questions, the study also serves to point the way for 

future researchers to resolve remaining uncertainties 

regarding cognitive organization and adjustment. 

Hypothesis 2 

The theory that interpersonal flexibility would be 

positively correlated with current and developmental adjust-

ment received no support from the two primary dependent 

variables used in this study. Since prior research using 

behavior correlates as dependent variables has shown social 

flexibility to be positively correlated to adjustment, the 

question is raised as to why the results of the present 

study did not replicate the results of the previous research. 

One possible explanation is the difference between the 

type of sample used to develop and validate the instrument 

and the type of subjects used in this experiment. In a 1979 

article, Wiggins explained how he used university students 

to formulate and refine his instrument. In a later study 

Cwiggins & Holzmuller, 19811, he again used collegians and 

the IAS, this time to distinguish subjects on, the same 

variable it measured in the present study, interpersonal 

flexibility. The vast differences between Wiggins' student 

population and the psychiatric inpatients used in this study 
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may provide part of the reason why the predicted results 

between interpersonal flexibility and adjustment were not 

obtained here. It may be that the psychiatrically disturbed 

inpatients scored so low on the flexibility continuum that 

the range of scores was too narrow to test the hypothesis 

adequately. Differences in intelligence between the two 

groups also may account for the results. The special steps 

taken to ensure that subjects understood the vocabulary 

used on the test were described in the method section. Some 

modifications in the instrument were made for clarity. It 

may be that these alterations were not sufficient to help 

the inpatients understand the test at the level a, collegia,n 

does, or perhaps these alterations somehow may have altered 

what the instrument purports to measure, unwittingly 

tampering with its reliability a,nd validity. 

Another plausible explanation for the lack of expected 

results may lie in the a,ctual statistic used to gauge inter-

personal flexibility. The variance of the standardized 

scores of the octants is not a. measure of flexibility with 

which Wiggins is totally satisfied (personal communication, 

1983) . He realizes that with, his present system, a, person 

could rate every descriptor on every octant 3,3 being 

"extremely inaccurate" in describing their social style, and yet 

still obtain a high interpersonal flexibility rating, How-

ever at the present time, this system represents the best 

that has been done with an instrument that is arguably the 
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most accurate in testing the full range of intepersonal 

behavior. 

The work of Chartier (1984) also offers some help in 

explaining why the present study's results do not support 

hypothesis 2. In an unpublished dissertation presented at 

the 1985 American Psychological Association annual conven-

tion, Chartier reported the findings of two studies he 

completed, the latter of which was intended to test 

essentially the same idea proposed in the second hypothesis 

of this study. Using an all-male college population (N = 

172), Chartier employed the same index of interpersonal 

flexibility but used seven different measures of adjustment 

to determine whether persons rated as "more varied" in their 

social behavior also achieved higher ratings of psychological 

well-being. An important difference between the studies is 

that Chartier used a formula technique to further categorize 

his subjects in terms of their overall interpersonal style 

(e.g., affiliative dominant, affiliative submissive, hostile 

dominant, hostile submissive). 

When the findings were interpreted in a strict manner 

the results failed to reveal a significant difference in 

any of the seven adjustment measures between the persons 

with moderate interpersonal styles and those with little 

interpersonal flexibility (extremes),. In this regard, the 

results corroborate the negative findings of the present 

study Which also failed to obtain differences in psychological 
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projections but a finding 

tended to be higher in se 

adjustment among persons varying in social flexibility. 

However, when the subject's overall interpersonal style was 

considered (as measured by his placement on the dominance-

submission and affiliation-hostility axes], interesting 

findings were revealed, some of them contrary to expecta-

tions, some confirming expectations. For instance, the 

findings that extreme dominants were higher in self-esteem 

than moderate dominants ran counter to the hypothesized 

that-moderate submissives had 

healthier self-esteems than extreme submissives paralleled 

the prediction. In general, it was found that dominants 

ilf-esteem than submissives. Yet 

none of these findings were evidenced when the, interper-

sonal style of the subject was not considered in conjunction 

with their flexibility rating. (Since the present study did 

not categorize subjects in terms of the overall style of 

their social patterns, comparable data on those persons 

cannot be presented.! Chartier concludes, "It appears that 

a content-free analysis, focusing solelyoon rigidity of 

style, will not get at the complexity of human behavior. 

Rigidity as it relates to psychological well being is 

influenced by the style of interpersonal behavior" (p. 1721, 

Thus, Chartier's findings would predict that studies similar 

to the present one. will continue to reveal nonsignificant 

relationships between interpersonal flexibility and adjust-

ment until the specificities of subjects' interpersonal 
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styles are considered. Yet even with this acknowledgement, 

the support Chartier's work gives to the concept of social 

flexibility's being related to psychological health must 

be considered limited Can assessment he agreed with during 

a personal communication on September 4, 1985) . Of the 

seven adjustment measures, only self-esteem was found to be 

a significant discriminator between moderates and extremes 

even when interpersonal style was considered. In this 

regard, his results appear to parallel the findings of the 

present study. Although a direct measure of self-esteem 

was not included, none of the four dependent variables was 

found to correlate significantly with interpersonal 

flexibility (see Table 15). 

In addition to the suggestions from previous sections 

that a broader sample of psychological adjustment be 

included, future research efforts might consider the 

following ideas: al exploring the validity of Wiggins' 

scale and index of interpersonal flexibility fey examining 

how they match up with, behavioral correlates to discover 

whether people rated as flexible by the IAS actually ina,ni-

fest greater variablity in interpersonal behavior depending 

on the pull of the situa,ti;9nf bl depending on the results 

from the proposed study, researchers might then concentrate 

on devising an index of interpersonal flexibility that not 

only is theoretically sound but also corresponds to beha-

vioral observations. 
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Encouraging a re-evaluation of the adequacy of current 

paper-and-pencil measures of interpersonal behavior may be 

the greatest contribution that can be derived from this 

study's investigation of hypothesis 2. As was established 

earlier, the IAS is considered to be the most psychometrically 

sound instrument of its type. But the inability of this 

study and Chartier's (19 84) to replicate the findings of 

previous empirical (Bowers, 19,73} and clinical (Leary, 

1957) investigations regarding adjustment and flexibility 

raises serious questions concerning the validity of all 

self-report measures of interpersonal behavior. It appears 

that much work still needs to be done to increase the 

validity of these instruments. 

Hypothesis 3 

No support was found for the hypothesized positive 

correlation between the proportion of ambiguous constructs 

a person employs and his level of adjustment. Angelillo's 

(1982) research provided the original basis for this pre-

diction; a detailed examination of his study seems to 

provide an explanation for its la,ck of replication h e r e . 

In his study, Angelillo found the correlation to exist only 

for those subjects who were endogenously depressed. It did 

not hold for normals/ n.onaffectively disordered patients, 

or depressives whose mood disturbance was reactive in nature. 

Considering the lack of patients with process symptomatology 

in the present study it is not surprising that similar 
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results were not obtained. Future research may seek to 

replicate Angelillo's finding by procurring patients with 

both reactive and process disorders. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study confirm the theoretical and 

clinical importance of the continued study of man's cognitive 

organization and suggest that failure to consider structural 

issues when examining the role cognition plays in psycholo-

gical disturbances is a serious oversight, For the diagnos-

tician such an oversight would most likely take the form of 

focusing exclusive attention on how the patient's adjustment 

is influenced by cognitive content, rather than examining the 

combined influence of content and structure. This could 

foster a limited and thus distorted understanding of the 

patient's difficulties. This narrowed approach in therapy 

would limit the potential scope and overall effectiveness of 

the clinician's interventions. Treatment which focuses solely 

on modifying the content of a patient's cognitive system,while 

often times effective in specific symptom reduction, is 

usually incapable of the more encompassing changes brought 

about by altering cognitive structure. The latter type of 

change in conjunction with the former often enables the 

patient to benefit in a more generalized way from his thera-

peutic experience. He is made more capable of coping with a 

broader range of potentially difficult situations. This is 

so because therapy has not only removed the specific symptoms 
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which may have lead to his psychiatric distress, but it has 

also altered his maladaptive manner of understanding the 

world by changing the organization and integration of his 

thoughts. Perhaps our increasing knowledge of both the 

pathological implications of certain cognitive structures 

and how to indtice therapeutic change in these structures, 

could lead to an increased emphasis in the importance future 

clinicians place on evaluating the cognitive organization of 

their clients. 

It needs to be stated that the proposed increase in the 

prominence of cognitive organizational issues is in no way 

meant to deny the importance of continued research on the 

ways cognitive content influences human behavior. On the 

contrary, much remains to be done. This is demonstrated by 

this study's inability to replicate support for an association 

between ambiguous content and psychopathology (Angelillo, 1982). 

Thus, this issue along with many others regarding cognitive 

content and mental health have yet to be resolved. Just as 

the hypothesized relationship between ambiguous content and 

pathology was the byproduct of theories and research on depres-

sion, perhaps other specific areas of psychopathology will be 

found to correlate with particular aspects of cognitive content. 

The results of this study's broader approach to the area 

of social functioning were less confirming of previous 

research than expected. The contradictory findings suggests 

that psychology has much work to do before it's interpersonal 
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circle can be said to be a reliable nonbehavioral measure of 

social behavior in general and interpersonal flexibility in 

particular. This point is underscored by the data from this 

study and Chartier's (1984) work, in conjunction with a lack 

of research demonstrating that the circle's scores correspond 

to behavioral observation measures. 

This study's choice of both current and developmental 

measures of psychopathology raises the question of the use-

fullness of such an approach for future practice and research. 

Specifically, implications can be derived from the finding 

that an association exists between the health of our subject's 

developmental histories, their level of cognitive organization, 

and their ward placement. If the finding that certain diag-

noses are more apt to follow distinguishable developmental 

patterns can be replicated for a fairly broad range of dis-

orders and if these relationships can be found to exist even 

during the early stages of such disorders, then perhaps in the 

future primary and secondary interventions can be prescribed 

on the basis of one's historical background. For example, if 

future experimentation demonstrates that children who experi-

ence certain adverse circumstances high a high possibility of 

developing a particular symptom pattern and/or cognitive 

structure, then teachers may be able to refer such children 

for preventative treatment either before symptoms appear or 

during their inital stages. Of course before this occurs, 

much work needs to be done in the area of refining the methods 
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and instruments used for assessing developmental history, 

However, if researchers are successful in this regard it 

could lay the groundwork for programs which aid in the 

process of preventing serious psychopathology. 
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Appendix A 

Consent Form 

I am conducting a project at Terrell State Hospital in 

which I would like you to participate. The name of the project 

is "Some Cognitive and Social Factors of Psychological Adjust-

ment." The purpose of the study is to learn more about how 

people think, how they relate to fathers and how these factors 

affect their personality characteristics and their sense of 

well being. If you agree to participate you will be asked to 

fill out three paper and pencil tests which will take about 

two hours to complete. In one of the tests you will describe 

and compare various people you know well, and in the other two 

you will be describing your cwn social style. Filling out 

these forms is the only thing that you will be asked to do as 

a participant in this project. 

In addition, we will be obtaining a copy of your social 

history from the hospital in order to see what types of 

qualities you have displayed in the past and how they compare 

to your present personality. There is NO physical or mental 

risk involved in this project but of course you may choose to 

stop participating at any time without fear of any negative 

consequences. Your participation is totally voluntary and no 

penalty will be assessed if you choose not to be involved. 

Since most of these tests are not usually part of the regular 

hospital treatment plan, they may provide the staff with 
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additional information which could aid them in treating ypu. 

By completing them you may also learn something about how 

you view yourself and others. This information is strictly 

confidential and no one besides myself and the hospital staff 

will have access to it. My name is David Nicholson and I 

will be available if you have any questions either now or in 

the future. You should also be aware that: 

A. You may consult with a member of the Institutional Review 
Board at any time concerning your treatment and welfare by 
writing to the Institutional Review Board for Research, 
Chairman, P.O. Box 70, Terrell, Texas 75160; or by calling 
the IRB Chairman at 563-6452, extension 2327. 

B. You may consult with a member of the Public Responsibility 
Committee at any time concerning your treatment and wel-
fare by writing; Public Responsibility Committee, Box 
3 04, Terrell, Texas 75160 or by calling , 
extension . The Public Responsibility Committee is a 
group of volunteers who work to protect the rights and 
interests of patients. 

C. There is no special provision for compensation and medical 
treatment for research subjects who are physically injured 
as a result of participating in a research project. Com-
pensation and medical treatment are available to research 
subjects on the same basis that compensation and medical 
treatment are available to other patients. 

PERMISSION FOR RELEASE OF INFORMATION 

I, , give my permission to the Sub-

(name of subject). " 

stance Abuse Unit of Terrell State Hospital to release my 

scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 

(MMPI), to David Nicholson and Rick Moreno. I realize that 

this partially fulfills my involvement in their study, Some 

Cognitive and Social Factors of Psychological Adjustment. I 

also realize thatthe scores are confidential and will not be 

published in their study in association with my name. 
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A. Certificate of person giving consent 

I understand each of the above items relating to the parti-

cipation of in the researh of 
Name of Patient 

Some Cognitive and Social Factors of Psychological Adjustment 
Name of Project 

under the care of David Nicholson , and I hereby consent to 
Investigator " 

my participation in the research project. 
my/his/her 

Signature of person giving consent Date 

Patient 
Relation to patient (patient/parent/guardian) 

B. Certification of person explaining proposal 

I have explained the above items to 
Name of Person(s) giving 

Consent 

and believe that understand each of the items. 
he/she/they 

Investigator's Signature Date 

We were present at the explanation of the above items to 

and we believe that 
Name of Person giving consent he/she/they 

understands each of the above items. 

Witness Date 

Witness ~~ ~ " Date 
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Appendix 0 

Name 

Male Female 

Age 

DIRECTIONS - SECTION A 

On the 4 pages that follow, you will find a list of words 
that are used to describe people's personal characteristics. 
For each word in the list, indicate how accurately the word 
describes you. The accuracy with which a word describes you 
is to be judged on the following scale: 

1 2 3 4 , 5 
Extremely Very Quite Slightly Slightly 
innaccurate inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate accurate 

6 7 8 
Quite Very Extremely 

accurate accurate accurate 

Consider the word BOLD. How accurately does that word 
describe you as a person? If you think that this word is a 
quite accurate description of you, write the number ,r6" to 
the left of the item: 

6 BOLD 

If you think that this word is a slightly inaccurate descrip-
tion of you write a number "4" next to it, If it is very 
inaccurate, write the number "2", etc. 

If you are uncertain of the meaning of a word, raise your 
hand and we will define it for you. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

Extremely 
innacurate 

2 
Very 

FORM A 

3 
Quite Slightly Slightly 

inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate accurate 

6 
Quite 
accurate 

7 
Very 

accurate 

(QG6) BASHFUL 

(007) NOT BUSINESSLIKE 

(008) NOT CIVIL 
(Rude) 

(009) NOT CALCULATING 

(010) BOASTFUL 

(011) NOT VAIN 
(Not overly concerned 
with one's appearance 
or accomplishments) 

(012) KIND 

(013) NONEGOTISTICAL 

(014) NONGRACIOUS 

(015) SELF-DISCIPLINED 

(016) FORCEFUL 

(017) NOT DECEPTIVE 

_(Q18) CONCEITED 

(019) COOPERATIVE 

(020) IMPERSONAL 
(Showing no emotion 
or personality) 

8 
Extremely 
accurate 

(021) SHY 

(022) NOT SELFCONSCIOUS 
(Secure and at ease 
with one's appearance 
or manner) 

(023) NOT SLY 

(Not cunning or crafty) 

(024) PLEASANT 

(025) CONCEITLESS 
(026) COMPANIONABLE 

(Sociable, friendly) 

(027) DISTANT 
(Chilly or indifferent 
to others) 

(028) NOT AUTHORITATIVE 
(Without proper or 
official authority) 

(0 2 9) IMPRACTICAL 
(Not capable of deal-
ing efficiently with 
practical, everyday 
matters) 

(03 0) SYMPATHETIC 
(Able to understand 
or share other's 
feelings) 
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1 2 3 4 5 
DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

Extremely 
2 

Very 

FORM A 

3 
Quite Slightly Slightly 

inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate accurate 

6 7 
Quite Very 

accurate accurate 

(031) GOOD-NATURED 

(032) SILENT 

(033) ANTI-SOCIAL 

(03 4) DOMINEERING 
(Controlling others 
arbitrarily) 

(035) PERSISTENT 
(Refusing to give 
up) 

(036) CUNNING 
(Shrewd, crafty) 

(037) FIRM 

(038) NOT AGGRESSIVE 

(039) EMOTIONAL 

(040) NOT CORDIAL 
(Insincere, not warm) 

(0 42) WELL-MANNERED 

(043) NOT CRAFTY 
(Not skilled in ^ 
deception or trickery) 

(04 4) NOT INDUSTRIOUS 
(Not hard working, 
lazy) 

(Q 4 5) DISRESPECTFUL 

8 
Extremely 
accurate 

(046) WILY 
(Full of deceitful 
tricks) 

_ ( 0 47) DISORGANIZED 

_(048) GENIAL 

(Pleasant, kindly) 

_(049) CORDIAL 

_(050) NOT BOLD 
_(Q51) ACCOMMODATING 

(Helpful, considerate) 

_(052) COLD-HEARTED 

_(053) CRAFTY 
_(054) SELF-ASSURED 

(Having confidence, 
sureness) 

_(055) SELF-CONFIDENT 

_(056) TIMID 

(Hesitant., fearful) 

_(Q 5 7) STABLE 

_ (0 5 8) RUTHLESS 

(Without mercy or pity) 

_ ( 0 6 0) NOT CHEERY 

(Q 61) CALCULATING 
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~T 2 3 4 5 
DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

FORM A 

1 2 3 4 5 
Extremely Very Quite Slightly Slightly 
inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate accurate 

6 7 8 
Quite Very Extremely 
accurate accurate accurate 

(062) TENDER-HEARTED 

(063) NOT DEMONSTRATIVE 
(Emotionally unexpres-
sive, reserved) 

(064) SLY 

(065) CHEERFUL 

(066) NOT SMILING 

(067) WARMTHLESS 

(068) BIG-HEADED 
(Conceited, egotistic) 

(069) UNPRODUCTIVE 

(070) NOT THOROUGH 
(Not careful or 
accurate; not con-
cerned with detail) 

(071) ENTHUSIASTIC 

(.07 2) ILL-MANNERED 

(073) NOT REVEALING 

(07 4) NOT WILY 

Please go on to Form B 
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1 2 3 4 5 
DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

Extremely 
inaccurate 

2 
Very 

FORM B 

3 
Quite Slightly Slightly 

inaccurate inaccurate inaccurate accurate 

6 
Quite 

accurate 

7 
Very 

accurate 

(006) DELIBERATIVE 
(Pondering issues and 
decisions carefully) 

(007) CRUEL 

(008) APPRECIATIVE 
(Showing gratefulness) 

(009) FLAUNTY 
(Flashy, showy) 

(010) FORCELESS 

(011) OVERFORWARD 

(012) NOT DEVIOUS 
(Straightforward) 

(013) NOT CUNNING 

(014) VIVACIOUS 
(Lively) 

(015) EXPLOITATIVE 
(Taking advantage of 
others) 

(016) UNCOOPERATIVE 

(017) PERKY 
(Cheerful, energetic) 

(018) CHARITABLE 
(Generous) 

(.019) ASSERTIVE 
(Standing up for 
oneself) 

8 
Extremely 
accurate 

(020) NOT ARGUMENTATIVE 

(021) NOT WILD 

_(022) NEIGHBOURLY 

_(023) UNSYMPATHETIC 

_(024) NOT SOCIABLE 

(025) SELF-DOUBTING 

(026) APPROACHABLE 
(Open to offers or 
proposals) 

(027) STEADY 

(028) BOASTLESS 

(029) GUILELESS 
(Without deceit; honest 
simple) 

(030) FORGIVING 

(031) NOT SHY 

(032) IMPOLITE 

(033) COURTEOUS 

(03 4) NOT NEIGHBOURLY 

_(Q35) EXTROVERTED 
(Interested in others 
or in one's environ* 
ment) 
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1 2 3 4 5 
DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

Extremely 
inaccurate 

2 
Very 

FORM B 

3 
Quite 

inaccurate inaccurate 

6 7 
Quite Very 

accurate accurate 

(036) HARD-HEARTED 

(037) CONGENIAL 
(Easy to get along 
with, agreeable) 

(038) NOT DEMANDING 

(039) JOVIAL 
(Jolly) 

(0 40) DISSOCIAL 

(041) NOT SPARKLING 
(Dull, gloomy) 

(042) OVERCUNNING 

(043) PERSERVERING 
(Persistent in spite 
of hardships) 

(044) PRETENSELESS 
(Without false show 
or fake behavior to 
impress others) 

(04 5) DISCOURTEOUS 

(04 6) TENDER 

(047) ORGANIZED 

(048) FRIENDLY 

(049) COCKY 

4 5 
Slightly Slightly 

inaccurate accurate 

8 
Extremely 
accurate 

_(050) IRON-HEARTED 

_(051) TRICKY 

_(052) INCONSISTENT 

(053) GENTLE-HEARTED 

(054) INTROVERTED 
(Having one's thoughts 
and interests directed 
inward) 

(055) RESPECTFUL 

(056) BOISTEROUS 
(Loud and unrestrained) 

(057) INWARD 
(Preoccupied with one's 
mind on one's self) 

(058) SOFT-HEARTED 

(059) LAZY 

(060) DOMINANT 

(061) OUTGOING 

(062) SELF-EFFACING 
(Modest, humble) 

(.0 63) NOT CHARITABLE 

CO 6 4) MEEK 
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Appendix D 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ROLE CONSTRUCT REPERTORY TEST 

FIRST STEP 

Find the slanted lines in the upper left-hand corner of the 
RESPONSE SHEET. 
1. Write the first name of your mother or the person who has 

played the part of your mother where is says mother. 
2. Write the first name of your father or the person who has 

played the part of your father where it says father. 
Do your best to find people who fit each description. Star 
(*) those names which do not fit very well. 
3. Write the name of your brother nearest your own age, or 

the person who has played the part of such a brother. 
4. Write the name of your sister nearest your won age, or the 

person who has played the part of such a sister. 
If you cannot remember a person's first name, write the last 
name or put down something about the person which will remind 
you who it is. 
5. Your wife (or husband) or closest present girl-friend (or 

boy-friend) . Do not repeat -ithe name of anyone listed 
above. 

6. Your closest present friend of the same sex as yourself. 
Do not repeat names. 

7. A person with whom you have worked or associated who, for 
some unexplainable reason, appeared to dislike you. Do 
not repeat names. 

8. The person with whom you usually feel most uncomfortable. 
Do not repeat names. 

If you know two people with tile same first name, use a last 
initial as well. 
9. The person you have met whom you would most like to know 

better. Do not repeat names. 
10. The teacher whose point of view you have found most accep-

table. Do not repeat names. 
11. The teacher whose point of view you have found most objec-

tionable. Do not repeat names. 
12. The most unsuccessful person you know personally. Do not 

repeat names. 
13. The most successful person you know personally. Do not 

repeat names. 
14. The happiest person you know personally. Do not repeat 

names. 
15. The unhappiest person you know personally. Do not repeat 

names. 
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SECOND STEP: Below your list of names, find Row A. Notice 
that Row A has two yellow circles. Look at the names above 
the yellow circles. Think carefully about these two people 

ARE THE TWO PEOPLE ALIKE IN SOME ONE WAY? 

If they seem alike to you in some one way, write the way in 
which these two people are alike in the pink space (Row A, 
Column 1) . 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Example; 

Row A 

Sal 
1 

Bob 
2 

Peg 
3 

Ted 
7 

Dan 
8 Column 1 Column 2 

O O 
Now look across your list of acquaintances. Is one of your 
acquaintances different from the two who are alike? If so, 
write in the green space (Row A, Column 2) the way in which 
this person is different from the two who are like, 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Example: 

Row A 

Sal 
1 

Bob 
2 

Peg 
3 

Ted 
7 

Dan 
8 Column 1 Column 2 

O O 
If you cannot find an acquaintance on your list who is differ-
ent from the two who are alike, leave the green space blank 
(Row A, Column 2). 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Example 

Row A 

iSal 
1 

Bob 
2 

Peg 
3 

Ted 
7 

Dan 
8 Column 1 Column 2 

O O 
AFTER YOU FINISH ROW A, COMPLETE ROW B, ROW C, ETC. Follow 
the same instructions. 

OR 

ARE THESE TWO PEOPLE DIFFERENT IN SOME ONE WAY? 

If you cannot find a way in which the two people a,re alike/ 
think about them once again. If they are not alike in some 
way, perhaps the two people are different in sortie one way. 
If you see that the two people are different in some way, 
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write in the pink space (Row A, Column 1) the description 
which fits the person in the left circle. 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Example 

Row A 

Sal 
1 

Bob 
2 

Peg 
3 

Ted 
4 

Dan 
5 Column 1 Column 2 

O O 
Then, write in the green space (Row A, Column 2) the descrip-
tion which fits the person in the right circle. 

RESPONSE SHEET 

Example 
Sal 
1 

Bob 
2 

Peg 
3 

Ted 
4 

Dan 
5 Column 1 Column 2 

Row A o O 
If you cannot see a similarity or a difference for the two 
people, leave blanks. 

AFTER YOU FINISH ROW A, COMPLETE ROW B, ROW C, ETC. Follow 
the same instructions. 

THIRD STEP; 
For Row A, look over the pink description you wrote under 
Column 1 and the green description you wrote under Column 2. 
Notice that between your two descriptions is a rating scale 
-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 +1+2+3+4+5+6. Use your descriptions and this 
rating scale to give your impression of each person in Row A. 

Example 

Row A 
Eow B 
Ro w C 

M
o
t
h
e
r
 

i 
-P 
N i 

B
r
o
t
h
e
r
 

S
i
s
t
e
r
 

F
r
i
e
n
d
 

RESPONSE ( 

Column 1 

) SHEET 

Column 2 

—5 +2 +4 -6 0 Formal -6-5-4V3-2-1 +1+2+8+4+5+6 Humorous 
-3 -6 0 -2 -3 Honest -6-5-4-3-2-1 •fl+2+3+44-5+6 Shady 
+6 -2 -5 +2 +2 Dumb -6-5-4-3-2-1 +1+2+3+4+5+6 Dull 

In the example above, both mother (-5) and sister (-6) are 
rated as being "forma1." Since sister has a higher rating 
than mother, this indicates that sister is more ,rformal" than 
mother. Ott the other hand, both father (+2) and brother (+4) 
are rated as being "humorous." Since brother has a higher 
rating than father, this indicates that brother is more 
"humorous" than father. 
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Begin on Row A and give your impression of your mother using 
the rating scale. Then give your impression of your father, 
then rate your brother, sister and so on till all of the spaces 
in Row A are filled. Then go to Row B. Use your descriptions 
for Row B and the rating scale to give your impression of your 
mother, then father, then brother, then sister and so on. Go 
on to Row C, etc. until you have filled in all of the squares. 

ZERO (0) RATINGS; 

- Use a 0 rating when you do not know the person well enough to 
give your impression. 

- Use a - rating when neither description fits the person you 
are trying to rate. 
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Appendix E 

CASE HISTORY FORM 

(Mark 0 if the category doesn't apply or 
if a clear decision canrt be made) 

Birth to the fifth year 

Early psychological Good psychological 
trauma history 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: child abuse; death of parent, sibling 
or significant other; incest; deprivation of physical j 
necessities; neglect) 

Physical illness— Good physical health 
severe or long 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: birth trauma; physically handicapped; 
major disease-cancer,;leukemia, etc.; major injuries-spinal 
injury, burns, etc.; patient had a "sickly childhood"-a 
series of repeated illnesses, perhaps none of which was 
individually traumatic.) 

Odd member of family Normal member of family 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: physically isolated frcm rest of family; 
self-reported feelings of peculiarity or oddness; adoption; 
achieves higher or lower than other members; different 
race, religion, etc. than others; described as "odd-
looking .") 

Difficulties at schbol Well adjusted at school 

- 2 - 1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: held back a grade; failed a grade; "slow 
learner"; special education classes; repeated discipline 
problems; school phobic; described as a "loner.") 
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Family troubles paralleled 
with sudden changes in 
behavior 

Domestic troubles unac-
companied by behavior 
disruptions. Patient 
"had what it took" to 
withstand family 
troubles 

-1 +1 +2 

(Considerations: patient'h symptoms were responsive to 
family distress; patient did not have what it took to 
maintain psychological stability in relation to family 
problems; e.g., divorce, alcoholic parent). 

Introverted behavior trends 
and interests 

-1 

Extroverted behavior 
trends and interested 

+1 +2 

fConsiderations: lots of friends/made friends easily; 
extracurricular activites; personal hobbies; sports 
activities; use of leisure time; did patient have a "best 
friend" or chum.) 

History of breakdown of 
social, physical, mental 
functioning 

- 2 - 1 

History of adequate 
social, physical, mental 
functioning 

+1 +2 

(Considerations; a key element here is the repetitive 
nature of the patient's difficulties; serious illness, 
car accidents, drug use, psychiatric hospitalizations; 
the person has "really been through a lot," 

Pathological siblings 

- 2 - 1 Q 

Normal siblings 

+1 +2 

(Considerations: siblings showed malajustment in social, 
physical or emotional functioning; trouble with law; drugs; 
psychiatric hospitalization.) 

Over protective or 
rejecting mother 

- 2 - 1 

Normally protective, 
accepting mother 

Q +1 +2 

(Considerations: Mother's "vibes"; patient has lived with 
mother beyond normal time limit; family won't allow 
patient to make independent decisions.) 
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10. Rejecting father Accepting father 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: Patient's self-report; father abandoned 
familyfi. father rarely at home; workaholic father; step-father 1 

Adolescence to adulthood 

11. Lack of heterosexuality Hetrosexual behavior 

-2 -1 Q +1 +2 

(Considerations: all female or male companions; dating 
history; flirting; went to parties.] 

12. Insidious, gradual onset Sudden onset of mental/ 
of mental/emotional problems emotional problems; 
without pertinent stress stress present and per-

tinent.. Later onset, 

-2 -1 Q +1 +2 

(Considerations: person who just "breaks'1 suddenly with 
due to a clear and evident stressor; person who has had 
long standing problems without evident stress,.! 

13. Physical aggression Verbal aggression 
against people against people 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: repeated incidents or patterns of 
unprovoked, undue physical aggression; a tendency to 
"fight it out" rather than expressing anger or disagreement 
verbally.) 

14. Poor response to Good response to 
treatment treatment 

-2 -1 0 + 1 +2 

(Considerations: lengthy stay in hospital; prescribed 
treatment is not reducing symptoms or patient is uncoop-
erative with treatment.) 

15. Lenghty stay in hospital Short couse in hospital 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: lengthy stay in hospital > 3 months, 
short stay < 3 months.) 
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16, 

17. 

18 

19, 

2Q 

Massive paranoia 

- 2 - 1 

ADULTHOOD 

0 

103 

Minor paranoid trends 

+ 1 +2 

(Considerations: difference between being suspicious 
and a very imposed delusional system; a diagnosis of 
paranoid schizophrenia.) 

Little capacity for 
dieoho1 

Much capacity for 
alcohol 

- 2 -1 +1 + 2 

(Considerations: has alcohol been a source of conflict 
or problems in the patient's life, e.g., job loss, 
marital discord et.; diagnosis of alcohol abuse either now 
or in past; social vs. excessive drinking; DWI convictions; 
alcoholic pattern.) 

No manic-depressi|ve 
components 

- 2 - 1 

(Considerations: present or past diagnosis of manic-
depressive illness; high and low mood swings not related 
to situational circumstances.) 

Success despite adversity 

+1 +2 

Failure under adversity 

- 2 - 1 0 

(Considerations: job stress/performance; # of jobs; loss 
of job; how patient has recovered from traumatic exper-
iences, e.g.;, divorce, death of loved one) 

Discrepancy between ability 
and achievement 

- 2 -1 

(Considerations: 
be manifested by 
levels.) 

21. Awareness of change in self 

- 2 - 1 

(Considerations: 

Presence of manic-
depressive component 

+ 1 + 2 

Harmony between ability 
and achievement 

0 +1 +2 

job satisfaction; the discrepancy can 
either too high or too low achievement 

No sensation of change 

+ 1 +2 

self-report) 
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22. Somatic delusions 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: self-report; mental status exam.) 

23. Clash between culture Harmony between culture 
and environment and environment 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: person of whatever race has difficulty 
integrating into society as a whole; patient is an immi-
grant; born or raised in one socio-economic level and 
currently living in another; contrast does not always 
mean conflict, e.g., contrast and harmony versus contrast 
and conflict.) 

24. Loss of decency Retention of decency 

-2 -1 0 +1 +2 

(Considerations: public nudity; public masturbation, etc.) 
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Appendix F 

Scoring Key for Items on the Case History Form 

1. Early psychological trauma 

-Death of parent: Patient was 0-1 year old = +1* 
1-5 years old = -2 

-Death of sibling: Patient was 0-2 years old = +1* 
2-5 years old = - 1 

-Child abuse - -2 
-Sexual molestation/incest = -2 
-Divorce: Patient was 0-1 years old = +1* 

>1 year old = at least = 1 (if an 
adverse reaction is specified score 
-2) 

Good psychological history 
-No mention or ccram ent of trauma = +1 
-Specific mention of a good early psychological history 
= +2 

2. Physical illness 
-Birth trauma = -1 if survived intact 
-Minor physicalhandicapp = -1 (crossed eye, missing finger 
etc.) 

-More than one serious illness = -1 

Good Physical hea1th 
-One serious illness surrounded by good health = +1 
-Minor problems or absence of physical problems = +2 
-No mention of physical problems = +2 

3., Odd member of f ami ly 
-Different race = -2 
-Different religion = 0 
-Unwanted child = -2 
-Odd looking = -1 

Normal member of family 
-Positive comment = +2 
-Good circumstances and no comment = +1 

4, Difficulties at school 
-Held back or failed: Patient in grades 1 or 2 = 0, 3 
or 4 = -1, 5 and over = -2 

*Unless a negative comment is made about the patient's 
reaction in which case score negative. 
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-Slow learner (with no other comment) = -1 
-In special education = -2 
-School phobic = -2 
-Discipline problems = -2 

-Dropout = at least -1 even if an 8th and 9th grades 

Well adjusted at school 
-C or better grades combined with extra-curricular <> 
involvement or good peer relations = +2 
-No comment or mention of problems = +1 

5. Family troubles with sudden behavior change 
-If a clear connection between the two is; made - -1 or -2 

Patient withstood family problems 
-Family clearly has problems but patient i? without major 
symptoms = +1 or +2 
-No mention of f amily problems = Q 
-No mention of correlation between family problems and 
symptoms = 0 

6. Introverted behavior 
-Major seclusion (more than shyness or lack of socials-
ability) = -2 

Extraverted behavior 
-Numerous extra-curricular activities - +2 
-Big man on campus, Homecoming queen = +2 
-No mention or comment = 0 

7. History of breakdown (social/ physical, mental) 
-Psychiatric hospitalization = ^2 
-One serious illness = Q, 2=3 illness = -1, >3 = -2 

History of adequate functioning 
-Favorable comment =+2 
-No mention or comment = +1 

8., Pathological siblings 
-Mention of drugs or legal problems (even f or one siblingl 
= -1 at least 
-Psychiatric hospitalization = -2 

Nprmal sibling? 
-No comment = +1 
-Positive comment = +2 

9. Overprotection or rejecting mother 
-Specific negative comments = -2 or -̂ 2 
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Normally protective, accepting mother 

-No comment (but text suggests normal relationship) = +1 
-Positive comment = +2 

10. Rejective father 
-Father abandons home = -2 
-Rarely at home, workaholic = -1 
-Step-father = depends upon comment 

Accepting father 
-No comment = +1 
-Positive comment = +2 

11. Lack of heterosexuality 
-Excessive shyness with opposite sex - -1 
-Reported homosexuality = -22 

Heterosexual behavior 
-Normal relations with opposite sex or no comment = +1 
-Lots of dating, at ease with opposite sex - +2 

12. Gradual onset of mental problems without stress 
-Lifelong problems in adjustment without clear stressor 
= -1 or -2 
-Problems without any particular cause or stressor = -1 
or =2 
Sudden onset 
-Serious decompensation with clear stressors = +2 
-If no inference can be made = 0 

13. Physical aggression against people 
-Isolated incidents = -1, One incident = +1 
-Chronic pattern of aggression = -2 

Verbal aggression against people 
-No comment = +1 
-Positive comment = +2 

14. Poor response to treatment 
-Unreduced symptoms = -2 
-Negative attitude problems = -1 
-Patient fails to follow discharge treatment plans - -1 
-Repeated hospitalizations with brief intervals = -1 
-Repeated hospitalizations with long intervals = 0. 

Good response to treatment 
-Short stay and reduced symptoms = +2, reduced symptons = +1 

15. Lengthy stay in hospital (if patient has been hospitalized 
more than once, go by their lcpngest stay) 
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-91 days-6 months (179 days) = -1 
->6 months (180 days) = -2 

Short stay in hospital 
-7 weeks-90 days = +1 
-1-6 weeks = +2 

16. Massive Paranoia (include grandiosity as a symptom) 
-Diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia or any other paranoid 
disorder 

Minor paranoid trends 
-No comment = 0 
-Patient is reported to be suspicious of others but not 
truly paranoid = -1 

17. Little capacity for alcohol (include drugs) 
-Marital discord at least in part due to substance abuse 
= -1 
-Major problems due to substance abuse CDWI, job loss, 
divorce) = -2 

Much capacity for alcohol 
-Social drinker = +1 
-Specific comment that the patient drinks without negative 
effects = +2 
-No comment = 0 

18. No mania-depressive comments 
-No comment or mention = -2 

Presence of manic-depressive component 
-Diagnosis of manic-depression or bipolar disorder = +2 
-Mood swings but no diagnosis = +1 

19. Failure under adversity 
-Boor adaptation to problems/stress/ life stays out of 
balance = -1 or -2 

Success despite adversity 
-Resumes normaly, adapts = +1 
-Maintains level of functioning or thrives despite problems 

20 

— + 2 

-No comment = 0, little or no adversity = Q 

Discrepancy between ability and achievement (Interpret in 
terms of premorbid abilities) 
-Lackadaisical behavior, minimal effort = —1 
-Continually getting oneself into major problems (legal 
problems, repeated drop-out) = -2 
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Harmony between ability and achievement 
-No comment and meeting your potential = +1 
-Overachieving = +2 

21. Awareness of change in self 
-Person aware of change or acknowledge problems and need 
to change = -1 or -2 

No sensation of change 
-No comment - 0 
-Person or family unaware of change in personality 

22. Somatic delusions 
-Mild delusions (doesn't interfere in the persons life in 
a major way) = -1 
-Extreme delusions = -2, if reported and not qualified 
= - 2 

Absence of somatic delusions 
-No comment = +2 

23. Clash between culture and environment 
-Negative comment = -1 or -2 

Harmony between culture and environment 
-Positive ©eminent = +2 
-No comment = +1 

24. Loss of decency 
-Public nudity: one incident = -1, more than one 
incident = -2 
-Public masturbation etc. = -2 

Retention of decency 
-No comment = +1 
'-Positive comment = +2 
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